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A B S T R A C T 
This t h e s i s deals w i t h some phenomena connected w i t h 
resonance production or formation, at low energies, and/or t h e i r 
subsequent decay. I t i s subdivided i n t o two almost independent 
pa r t s : 
The f i r s t p a r t (chapter I I ) i s concerned w i t h 
production i n T[-N s c a t t e r i n g , and a possible charge asymmetry 
i n t h e i r decay. V/e e x p l i c i t l y c a l c u l a t e the asymmetry f o r the r e a c t i o n 
T^+p—=> f C ^ A " ^ 0 [\+ caused by i n t e r f e r e n c e of <-J production 
w i t h uncorrelated J>\\ production. Assuming C-invariance f o r 
the oS -decay, we f i n d t h a t i n t e r f e r e n c e terms w i t h a coherent 3T\ 
background cannot e x p l a i n the whole of the asymmetry experimentally 
observed. 
The second p a r t (chapters I I I and I V ) , deals w i t h K-N 
s c a t t e r i n g . I n chapter I I I , examining the possible L o r e n t z - i n v a r i a r i t , 
p a r i t y - c o n s e r v i n g couplings o f the t-channel exchanges t o the 
ex t e r n a l p a r t i c l e s , and afterwards r e g g e i z i n g them, we are able t o 
construct simple models f o r the processes K N — a n d KN—> K N, 
which are capable of g i v i n g a s a t i s f a c t o r y f i t t o the data over a 
wide range of energies. For completeness, a simple model f o r e l a s t i c 
KN s c a t t e r i n g i s also presented. I n chapter IV we use the r e s u l t s 
o f chapter I I I as i n p u t i n t o a K-matrix machinery, from which v/e 
get a u n i t a r y i s o s c a l a r KN s c a t t e r i n g model, a n a l y t i c a l l y s o l v a b l e , 
which reproduces several basic features of recent phase s h i f t 
analyses, i n p a r t i c u l a r a wide J p = 1- e x o t i c resonance Z* (1780). 
2 O 
C H A P T E R I 
INTRODUCTION 
1-1 Physics Today. 
Despite the number and the e f f o r t s o f the present day 
p h y s i c i s t s working on Elementary P a r t i c l e s , the abundance of 
published work, and the l a r g e amount of the experimental data 
becoming a v a i l a b l e every day, our t h e o r e t i c a l understanding of t h i s 
f i e l d of physics has been progressing r a t h e r s l o w l y during the past, 
two decades. A few i s o l a t e d successes should be mentioned, such 
as the i n v e n t i o n of Regge p a r a m e t r i z a t i o n , the discovery o f SU(3) 
symmetry o f strong i n t e r a c t i o n s , and the c o n s t r u c t i o n of renormalizable 
u n i f i e d F i e l d Theories o f weak and electromagnetic i n t e r a c t i o n s . 
Nevertheless, the present s t a t e of a f f a i r s i n Elementary P a r t i c l e 
Physics i s r a t h e r confusing, and no one can claim t o have a c l e a r 
understanding o f the s i t u a t i o n . Perhaps the most .awkward p o i n t 
about our time (energy) Physics, i s the b e l i e f i n v a r i o u s , d i s t i n c t , 
fundamentally d i f f e r e n t i n nature i n t e r a c t i o n s ( s t r o n g , electromagnetic, 
weak, superweak, g r a v i t a t i o n a l ) 
* Had t h i s t h e s i s been w r i t t e n , say, two hundred years ago, t h i s 
parenthesis could had been replaced, by ( e l e c t r i c , magnetic, 
g r a v i t a t i o n a l ) . 
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between a l l the known p a r t i c l e s . Hadrons ( p l e n t y of them) enjoy a l l 
of them, but leptons (which are only a few), are not allowed the ' 
* 
l u x u r y o f strong i n t e r a c t i o n s . There i s also the photon, which 
has only electromagnetic i n t e r a c t i o n s . 
Although there i s a t o t a l l a c k of any complete, u n i f i e d 
theory of Elementary P a r t i c l e s , some fundamental p r i n c i p l e s and 
some general p r o p e r t i e s (exact or approximate), t h a t such a theory 
- i f e x i s t i n g - should enjoy have been r e a l i z e d (e.g. summetries -
conservation laws, asymptotic behaviours, e.t.c. ) . The T h e o r i s t 
ii ii 
o f our time, proceeds t o make models of l i m i t e d v a l i d i t y which 
obey such p r i n c i p l e s and have such p r o p e r t i e s , and by means of 
it ii 
these models he t r i e s t o understand what i s going on i n the 
e x c i t i n g word of Elementary P a r t i c l e s . He becomes t e m p o r a r i l y 
ii ii 
happy when he t h i n k s t h a t h i s model may e x p l a i n something (= may 
be a l i m i t i n g or a s p e c i a l case of The Theory ) ; then some new data 
or new models may emerge which are i n c o n t r a d i c t i o n w i t h h i s model, 
and he becomes sad. Whether we l i v e i n the eve of great r e v o l u t i o n s , 
or we have reached the asymptotic a b i l i t i e s of the human mind - f o r 
i t s present b i o l o g i c a l age - remains t o be seen. 
* But see also reference Jf3)> and references t h e r e i n , where the 
p o s s i b i l i t y t h a t , a t very high energies, leptons may e x h i b i t " s t r o n g " 
i n t e r a c t i o n s i s discussed. 
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1-2 Strong I n t e r a c t i o n s . 
I n t h i s work, we concentrate on the strong i n t e r a c t i o n , 
and we now o u t l i n e very b r i e f l y some very basic concepts, which we 
s h a l l r e l y upon ; f o r a f u l l treatment of them, we r e f e r t o the 
standard textbooks (see, e.g. references 2),22),58),59),60) ) . To 
s t a r t , we l i s t a few es t a b l i s h e d p r o p e r t i e s which the strong 
i n t e r a c t i o n i s beli e v e d t o obey : 
(1 ) Lorentz i n v a r i a n c e . 
(2) C a usality . 
(3) U n i t a r i t y (conservation of p r o b a b i l i t y ) . 
(if) A n a l y t i c i t y ( o n l y s i n g u l a r i t i e s demanded by u n i t a r i t y , are 
allowed to the s c a t t e r i n g amplitude ) . 
(5) Crossing symmetry. 
(6) Conservation of charge. 
(7) SU(2) symmetry (exact i n the absence of electromagnetism) 
(8) SU(3) symmetry (approximate) 
(9) S,B,L conservation (Strangeness, Baryon and Lepton number 
conservation ) 
(10) P|C,T conservation. 
(11) Regge asymptotic behaviour. 
(12) D u a l i t y (very approximate). 
The p r o j e c t i o n of any u n i f i e d theory of microphysics onto what we 
now c a l l s t r o n g i n t e r a c t i o n physics, should have, these p r o p e r t i e s ; 
ii ii 
the more of them a present time model allows f o r , the n i c e r and 
more r e a l i s t i c i t i s thought t o be. 
* This p r o j e c t i o n may be thought of e i t h e r as a "low energy l i m i t " , 
or as a subgroup of a more general group, or ... 
i 
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Although the Lagrangian F i e l d Theory has proved t o be 
the approach t o electromagnetism, and a u s e f u l l t o o l i n t r e a t i n g 
weak i n t e r a c t i o n s , the magnitude o f the strong i n t e r a c t i o n coupling 
constant, does not allow any s o r t o f simple p e r t u r b a t i v e approach 
to strong i n t e r a c t i o n physics. The S-matrix (Heisemberg) approach 
has proved much more f r u i t f u l l as f a r as the strong i n t e r a c t i o n i s 
concerned. Because of i t s short range, the p r o b a b i l i t y f o r a strong 
t r a n s i t i o n from an i n i t i a l s t a t e ) i^> t o a f i n a l s t a t e \t} , may 
be w r i t t e n as : 
s f i = ( ' I 5 ! 1 ) 
where the st a t e s J i ^ , | f ^ , may be thought o f , as being non-
i n t e r a c t i n g . Conservation o f p r o b a b i l i t y r e q u i r e s the S-raatrix t o 
be u n i t a r y : 
S+S = I = SS + (1-2) 
Any conservation law may be b u i l t i n t o the S-matrix which d i r e c t l y 
l i n k s theory w i t h experiment. 
I t i s customary t o separate the p r o b a b i l i t y amplitude 
f o r no i n t e r a c t i o n by d e f i n i n g the T-matrix : 
S = I + i T ( 1 - 3 ) 
which we r e l a t e t o d i r e c t l y measurable q u a n t i t i e s i n Appendix F, 
where our kinematics and no r m a l i z a t i o n conventions are defined. 
Mandelstam a n a l y t i c i t y r e q u i r e s the. T-matrix elements t o have only 
i s o l a t e d s i n g u l a r i t i e s i n the form of poles or cu t s , only where and 
when they are r e q u i r e d by u n i t a r i t y . 
U n i t a r i t y and A n a l y t i c i t y , supplemented w i t h crossing 
symmetry' ( F i e l d Theory's s u b s t i t u t i o n lav/) are the three most 
5 
fundamental p r i n c i p l e s r e i g n i n g i n strong, i n t e r a c t i o n s , which i f 
combined together, lead t o p o w e r f u l l l i n k s between theory and 
experimentally measurable q u a n t i t i e s (e.g. Dispersion Relations) ; at 
one time they were even thought of as capable of p r o v i d i n g the 
s o l u t i o n t o Physics. They also l e a d t o asymptotic bounds, such 
as the F r o i s s a r t bound : 
| T ( t 2=1)| ^ c o n G t a n t x t ( l o g t ) 2 as t — * oO ( I - M 
( z = c o s $ t ) 
which cannot, obviously, be s a t i s f i e d by any "elementary p a r t i c l e " 
exchange w i t h spin £ > 1 
It**) - f *1 (1-5)-
Regge Theory provides the way out of t h i s d i f f i c u l t y : the 
amplitude i s expressed i n terms of i t s s i n g u l a r i t i e s i n the complex 
•^-rplane. E.g. i f only a pole i n the p o s i t i o n I = ^ ( t ) ' v^-tl1 
signature S i s allowed, we have : 
As t v a r i e s , the pole moves on the t r a j e c t o r y 0^ t^ on the Z -
plane, and when i t passes from any i n t e g r a l p h y s i c a l values of i , 
we have bound s t a t e poles. This idea (Mandelstam, Chew, F r a u t s c h i ) , 
o r i g i n a l l y produced and h e a v i l y used f o r 2-> 2 r e a c t i o n s , has been 
employed f o r multihadron physics as w e l l . N 
* Of course, they are t r u e i n a l l physics ; but i t i s the strong 
i n t e r a c t i o n s where they have proved t o be so use f u l l . 
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More r e c e n t l y , the idea of D u a l i t y ( H a r a r i , Freund.Dolen, 
Horn, Schmid ) wan put forward : 
z % 3 tlx V\.eijeje Pole ( I - 7 a ) 
( I - 7 b ) 
That i s , the average sum over a l l resonances which formation, i n the 
s-channel of a 2-> 2 process, governs the behaviour of the lov; energy 
s c a t t e r i n g , amplitude, equals the sum over the Imaginary p a r t s o f a l l 
Regge poles, which exchange i n the t-channel dominates the high 
energy behaviour, of the same amplitude. There i s also an a r i s t o c r a t i c 
t-channel s i n g u l a r i t y , the Pomeron, which i s dual t o any background 
s-channel scatter i n g . . 
The l a c k of s-channel resonances i n c e r t a i n processes leads 
- through d u a l i t y - t o the idea o f exchange degeneracy between the 
Regge t r a j e c t o r i e s o f several mesons. For example, there seems t o 
be l i t t l e resonance a c t i v i t y i n . K +p s c a t t e r i n g (see chapter I V ) , i n 
c o n t r a s t w i t h the abundance o f K~p resonances ; v/e now consider 
high energy K +p—> K° & + + s c a t t e r i n g , which i s governed by the 
exchange of -j> and Regge poles (j> has negative charge p a r i t y ) , 
and take the asymptotic behaviour of the sum of the c o n t r i b u t i o n s 
(1-6) of the J3 and Regge poles t o the s c a t t e r i n g amplitude : 
(1-8) 
- 7 -
Hence, the easiest way t o s a t i s f y equation ( I - 7 a ) w i t h the l e f t hand 
side e x a c t l y zero, would be t o r e q u i r e t h a t 
Veneziano has w r i t t e n down, an a n a l y t i c expression f o r the 
2-*2 amplitude,.which obeys crossing symmetry, d u a l i t y and Regge 
asymptotic behaviour a t the same time. This idea i s being made 
s o p h i s t i c a t e d t o a la r g e e x t e n t , i n the ambitious Dual Resonance 
Models. 
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1-5 What i s t h i s Thesis about ? 
There are one hundred and f o r t y f i v e e n t r i e s i n the l a t e s t 
p a r t i c l e t a b l e s ^ of the P a r t i c l e Data Group (~ 55 of them are 
mesonic and *v90 baryonic ; there are also the leptons ^ , v , 6 , ). 
One hundred and t h i r t y f o u r of them decay s t r o n g l y and they are 
c a l l e d resonances. Although, t h e o r e t i c a l l y , a resonance i s defined 
as a pole i n the unphysical s sheet, experimentally, i t i s recognised 
i n formation as a counterclockwise loop i n the Argand p l o t of a 
p a r t i c u l a r p a r t i a l wave, or even more l o o s l y as a bump i n a t o t a l 
c ross-section i f i t i s not caused by apparently k i n e m a t i c a l e f f e c t s . 
I n p roduction, a resonance may be seen as a bump i n the i n v a r i a n t 
mass p l o t of the p a r t i c l e s i n which i t decays, but again, such 
bumps may be of kinematic o r i g i n . 
I n t h i s t h e s i s , dealing w i t h low energy strong i n t e r a c t i o n 
phenomenology, we attempt t o understand some awkward phenomena 
connected w i t h resonance production and/or formation, and/or t h e i r 
decay, and/or resonances which are awkward themselves. The diagrams 
which we are going t o play w i t h , w i l l be of the general form : 
n ' K ^ - ^ > ^ ^ ^ M(eson resonance) 
I R (egge exchange) 
W - ^ ^ 0 ^ ^ ^ * ^ B ( a r y o n resonance) 
- 9 -
That i s , our p r i m i t i v e u n d e r l y i n g dynamics, responsible f o r s c a t t e r i n g 
i s the exchange of a c e r t a i n o b j e c t , and s c a t t e r i n g occurs as a 
consequence of momentum conservation. As i m p l i e d by t h i s p i c t u r e , we 
w i l l f i n d i t convenient, most of the times, t o parametrize our 
amplitudes i n terms of Regge poles. But t h i s d e s c r i p t i o n may 
correspond, approximately, v i a d u a l i t y t o s-channel resonance formation. 
I n the f i r s t p a r t of t h i s work (chapter I I ) we deal w i t h 
the i n t r i g u i n g question o f whether any charge asymmetry i n the 
or t*l decay D a l i t z p l o t should be i n t e r p r e t e d as a r e s u l t of C-
8 ^  
v i o l a t i o n i n substrong i n t e r a c t i o n s . ' These resonances are produced 
i n T\ -N i n t e r a c t i o n s , and i n t e r f e r e n c e w i t h coherent production o f 
t h e i r decay products may be responsible f o r some charge asymmetry ; 
but how much ? We make a simple e x p l i c i t model t o c a l c u l a t e the' 
u ) — > TT.+ tT"T^° charge asymmetry ( p r o d u c e d i n v\N—*<juk ) 
caused by i n t e r f e r e n c e o f the u ) - s i g n a l w i t h u n c o r r e l a t e d 
background, produced coherently under the u J - s i g n a l . We s t a r t w i t h 
a very simple Regge model f o r uJ production v i a r \ + p — « A S £ £ + , 
and f o r the o J — > H * ^ " ^ 0 decay we employ the standard C-invariant 
amplitude ; we then c a l c u l a t e our p r i n c i p a l background amplitudes 
i n terms o f an equally simple Regge model f o r T\ N — > T \ , and the 
known T\V\ phase s h i f t s . We are always c a r e f u l l about the 
phases of our amplitudes, since they are so important as f a r as 
i n t e r f e r e n c e terms are concerned. I n a l l cases, we come to the 
conclusion t h a t the s i g n a l - background i n t e r f e r e n c e mechanism, although 
capable of producing asymmetry of the c o r r e c t s i g n , i t cannot 
q u a n t i t a t i v e l y account f o r the whole of the asymmetry e x p e r i m e n t a l l y " ^ 
- 10 -
observed. But before being tempted t o look f o r any e x o t i c explanations 
of the excess asymmetry, we are of the op i n i o n t h a t we should await 
f o r more accurate experimental data ( h i g h s t a t i s t i c s experiments 
i n TjN— ^ <YJN d i d not confirm a s u b s t a n t i a l charge asymmetry i n 
* V L " —> T\ +" r\" T^° which had been found e a r l i e r ^ ) . 
I n chapter I I I we t u r n t o K-N s c a t t e r i n g ; we make high 
energy models f o r KN—^ Kb, and KN—> K*N , t h a t i s , the dominant 
i n e l a s t i c channels i n low energy KN s c a t t e r i n g . V/e s t a r t w i t h 
elementary t-channel exchanges, and w r i t e down the amplitudes which 
are allowed t o be non-zero by our Lagrangians, o b t a i n i n g i n f o r m a t i o n 
about t h e i r residue s t r u c t u r e . • We then a l t e r our dynamics, r e p l a c i n g 
the Feynman propagator by the Regge propagator. Thus, v/e succed i n 
having a concise p i c t u r e of the exchanges v/hich are important i n each 
amplitude and our work i n chapter IV i s g r e a t l y f a c i l i t a t e d . Despite 
t h e i r s i m p l i c i t y , the success of our models, i n f i t t i n g the d i f . cross-
sections and production density m a t r i x elements 4 2 ) i 4 5 ) - * 5 D 
over a wide range o f energies, i s remarkable . We also make a very 
simple, p u r e l y phenomenological model f o r KN e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g ( P -
dominated). I t s main use i s t o show q u a n t i t a t i v e l y t h a t the non-
d i f f r a c t i v e , e l a s t i c KN amplitudes are very small compared w i t h the 
•it 
T\-exchange amplitude i n KN—> K N , as w e l l as the vector and tensor 
meson exchange amplitudes i n KN—^ K N , f o r the 1 = 0 channel. This 
f a c t , g r e a t l y s i m p l i f i e s our approachin chapter IV, where v/e i n p u t 
these p u r e l y n o n - d i f f r a c t i v e pole amplitudes, a f t e r e x t r a p o l a t i o n 
t o very low energy, crossing i n t o the s-channel, and p a r t i a l wave 
p r o j e c t i o n , i n t o a K-matrix model Amplitudes f o r the awkward 
channel K N—> K N are also r e q u i r e d , which we are able t o model, 
4t 
v i a SU(6), i n terms of those for KN—* K N . We get out a u n i t a r y , 
c o r r e c t e d f or c u t s , mainly d i f f r a c t i v e i s o s c a l a r KN s c a t t e r i n g 
6?) 
model , v/hich despite i t s s i m p l i c i t y ( i t i s a n a l y t i c a l l y s o l v a b l e ) , 
can account f or the q u a l i t a t i v e f e a t u r e s of the favoured s o l u t i o n s 
70) 
of a r e c e n t BGRT, I = 0 KN phase s h i f t a n a l y s i s ; i n p a r t i c u l a r , 
i t c ontains a Z* (1780) ''exotic" resonance w i t h j P . 
and i t s t r o n g l y favours negative Si. and P % s c a t t e r i n g l e n g t h s . 
2. x 
Although we had assumed exact d u a l i t y and strong exchange degeneracy 
- a t the input l e v e l - v/e got output t-channel s t r u c t u r e , which 
should he considered to be dual, v i a u n i t a r i t y , to TJ -exchange i n 
KN—> K*N . 
CHAPTER I I 
CHARGE ASYMMETRY IN U > ( * p — > T\ +r\~T\° DECAY 
I I - l I n t r o d u c t i o n 
The measurement 1 5 f(K°—» H+r\")/HK^—»T| + ,n") n MO~So 
r e v e a l s an apparent CP non-conservation i n K — > 2rj decays. T h i s 
i s because the system T\ +T|~ has a d e f i n i t e CP, and s i n c e out of 
the K°, R° we can c o n s t r u c t the two K£, K° v/ith CP = t l , then, 
"both decays K ^ — T ) + and K^-—^ "V\+ \\" , cannot s i m u l t a n e o u s l y 
conserve CP. Conventionally, we a s s i g n CP = +1 to TJ + X\~ s - s t a t e , 
CP = +1 to KJ, and CP = -1 to K°, so, K°—* T\+"Hf i s the CP 
non-conserving decay ( r e f e r e n c e 2 ) , page 117 ) . 
I f one i n s i s t s on c o n s i d e r i n g CP cons e r v a t i o n as p a r t of 
the d e f i n i t i o n of the weak Hamiltonian H^,then, one i s l e d to the 
co n c l u s i o n t h a t K ° — ^ i s due to the p o s s i b l e e x i s t e n c e ^ 
of a new, CP no n - i n v a r i a n t , i n t e r a c t i o n Hp , the s t r e n g t h of which 
depends on i t s behaviour with r e s p e c t to strangeness. I f Hp i s 
assumed to conserve s t r a n g e n e s s , then, f o r the coupling c o n s t a n t s 
( c . c . ) i t i s estimated J t g_ ~ 10^g„, ( o r n g . ^ 10 , the 
r i/ r ^ 
diraerisionless c . c . ) ; i f only [ k S j = 1 i s allowed, 
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then gp <vi 10~ 2g w — 10"^g w , while i f | f t s | = 2 i s allowed as w e l l . ^ 3 
-9 
then gj, ^  10 g^ . The u s u a l weak Hamiltonian v i o l a t e s C and 
P, but i t i s i n v a r i a n t under T and CP, while Hp would v i o l a t e C 
and T but be i n v a r i a n t under CT and P. Now, K ° — > ^ 1 * ^ " c a n 
proceed v i a the second order terra H^Hp .' 
and so i t i s much slower than — w h i c h proceeds v i a 
w ^ alone : I t i s a l s o remarked 
5) 
t h a t , s i n c e the electromagnetic Hamiltonian of the s t r o n g l y 
i n t e r a c t i n g p a r t i c l e s may v i o l a t e C and T , t h i s "new" i n t e r a c t i o n 
Hp , might be of electromagnetic o r i g i n , e n t e r i n g as a second 
2 -2 order e f f e c t , i n agreement with the e s t i m a t i o n m.g,, ~ 10 , being P * 
of the order of the f i n e s t r u c t u r e constant. 
The decays ^ — * n + T T " Tt° and OJ 
( a l s o J> — > T T ^ n ' n 0 v i a f i n t e r f e r e n c e ^ , see below ) 
would provide a n i c e t e s t /* 0 / of the e x i s t e n c e of such a r e l a t i v e l y 
s t rong C n o n - i n v a r i a n t i n t e r a c t i o n . V/e can have the t r a n s i t i o n s : 
( a n e u t r a l j r j s t a t e with i s o s p i n I , has C = - ( - 1 ) * ) 
ft 
So, the i n t e r f e r e n c e between the C = +1 and C = -1 amplitudes, 
- Ik -
could p o s s i b l y r e s u l t i n an asymmetry i n the energy d i s t r i b u t i o n 
of T\ + and ~V\~ . The d e t e c t i o n of such an asymmetry would 
be an absolute proof of C non-invariance i n wJ or ^ decay . 
Lee ( i n r e f e r e n c e 8) ) g i v e s the d i r e c t experimental i m p l i c a t i o n s , 
on the D a l i t z p l o t of such a C v i o l a t i o n . Also, according to the 
change i n i s o e p i n Hp can do ( \hl\ = 0,2 or - 1|3 ) 
i t w i l l be present i n decay, CAJ decay, or i n both. 
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I I - 2 The *? — » 3TT decay and the Yuta-Okubo mechanism 
Numerous experiments have been performed ( e x h a u s t i v e 
l i s t s may be found i n r e f e r e n c e s 11) and 13) ) , to d e t e c t any 
asymmetry i n the — ^ Tf +n~f]° decay. From the a n a l y s i s i n 
r e f e r e n c e 8), one expects the A I = 0 piece of the C - v i o l a t i n g . 
t r a n s i t i o n to the J P C = 0 T \ + v ^ ~ ^ ° f i n a l s t a t e , to produce 
a sextant asymmetry on the D a l i t z p l o t , while i t s A I = 2 
piece to l e a d to a charge asymmetry. But s i n c e the J ^ I = 0 
ON 
t r a n s i t i o n i s c o n s i d e r a b l y suppressed . by angular momentum-
l i k e b a r r i e r f a c t o r s , an v^-decay asymmetry study i s p r i m a r i l y 
a probe f o r the A I = 2 C - v i o l a t i n g t r a n s i t i o n . 
The experimental s i t u a t i o n i s . somewhat c o n t r o v e r s i a l . 
For example, some time ago,Gormley e t . a l . found evidence, f o r 
a charge asymmetry, of, = ( 1.5±0.5 ) % ( f o r the d e f i n i t i o n of 
the charge asymmetry and other r e l e v a n t q u a n t i t i e s , , see Appendix 
A ) , and no evidence f o r sextant asymmetry ( 0.5 i - 0.5 % ) i n 
T\+nf\~T\° decay with * v^ > s produced i n the r e a c t i o n 
Tfp-^>- ^ n ( p L = 0.72 GeV/c , 36,800 ^ s ) , i n l i n e with the 
e x p e c t a t i o n s from the previous s e c t i o n . On the other hand, more 
r e c e n t l y , Jane et._ a l . ^ i n a high s t a t i s t i c s experiment w i t h 
from the same r e a c t i o n , ( p L = 0.718 GeV/c, 1 653H • \ s) 
found no evidence f o r e i t h e r charge ( oc = 0.28 ±. 0.26 % ) , or 
s e x t a n t ( 0.2 ±. 0.25 % ) asymmetries. 
Even i f we b e l i e v e t h a t some charge asymmetry i s 
e x p e r i m e n t a l l y p o s s i b l e , i t i s not s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d to conclude 
- 16 -
t h a t i t i s d i r e c t l y a s s o c i a t e d with C - v i o l a t i o n i n the — y "n+T\~T^° 
decay. S i n c e we cannot have ^ s a v a i l a b l e independently of a 
c e r t a i n production mechanism, Yuta and Okubo suggested t h a t 
the charge asymmetry, i f any, observed i n t h e i r decay, might be 
caused by i n t e r f e r e n c e between ^ production and subsequent decay, 
with some 3vy background, co h e r e n t l y added to the or^ s i g n a l . 







and f i n d ( f o r a quick d e r i v a t i o n of the Yuta-Okubo formula see 
Appendix A ) , t h a t the upper l i m i t of the asymmetry which may be 
produced v i a t h i s mechanism i s : 
(A-12) 
( ^ m > Y ^ "*"s t^ l e i n ^ r i n s i c (experimental.) width of the where hm, 
*V| , and C g ( < ^ ) i s the c r o s s - s e c t i o n a s s o c i a t e d with the 
background ( ^ - s i g n a l ) . To get the upper l i m i t v(A-12), two a s -
sumptions are made ( s e e Appendix A) about the background, namely 
PC 
t h a t a l l of i t i s i n a ( i ) J = 0" , ( i i ) charge asymmetric 
s t a t e . I f t h i s i s the mechanism r e s p o n s i b l e f or any charge 
asymmetry i n ^ -decay, t h i s asymmetry should presumably vary with 
energy, and should depend upon the production mechanism; so, i f i t 
p e r s i s t s a s we va r y the energy and change the production mechanism, 
- 17 -
then one could s t a r t t a l k i n g about p o s s i b l e C - v i o l a t i o n . P o s s i b l e 
background mechanisms would be : 
Note, t h a t i t i s p o s s i b l e to have s m a l l asymmetry i n the background, 
as i t i s e x p e r i m e n t a l l y observed , and a t the same time, most of : 
being i n a charge asymmetric s t a t e (see Appendix A ) . 
Applying (A-12) for the ^ parameters ( = k KeV, 
bun ~ 10 MeV , Ct/(X a 1/10 ) we get <X. v a 1.6 % , so i t would 
seem p o s s i b l e to e x p l a i n some charge asymmetry i n ^ — ^ " T \ + ^ " t \ 0 
decay v i a the Yuta-Okubo mechanism. But of course, what we have 
estimated here, i s the maximum allowed asymmetry,and the assumptions 
( i ) and ( i i ) which we made above i n order to d e r i v e (A-12), are v e r y 
d i f f i c u l t to accept without f u r t h e r d i s c u s s i o n . I n f a c t , Gormley 
12) 
et a l ' p a r a m e t r i z i n g the background i n a c o n s i s t e n t with t h e i r 
experiment way, f i n d no more than <K v = 0.23 % asymmetry being 
p o s s i b l e by the Yuta-Okubo mechanism. On the other hand, Taggart "^-^  
does a simple, e x p l i c i t c a l c u l a t i o n , t a k i n g i n t o account the most 
important charge asymmetric and charge symmetric background diagrams, 
and f i n d s no more than c{ ~ 10~^ % . 
max 
To conclude t h i s s h o rt review, the present s i t u a t i o n w i t h 
the — > T \ + V ^ ~ T \ ° decay i s t h a t i n t e r f e r e n c e of the ^ - s i g n a l 
with a c o h e r e n t l y added background can only e x p l a i n a very s m a l l 
charge asymmetry ( o f the same s i g n as i t had been experimentally 
observed ^ some time ago ) , but the most r e c e n t experimental 
r e s u l t s are c o n s i s t e n t with no asymmetry i n t h i s decay. 
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I I - 3 Charge asymmetry i n t«J* — » 3TT decay. 
The decay u f — > T \ + ^ " ^ ° i s t e s t e d 1 Z f 5 , with 
about ZfOOO t j ' s , from the r e a c t i o n T) +p—>• U!T\ +P a t 3.7 GeV/c. 
A s i g n i f i c a n t charge asymmetry, a = 18 £ 5 % , i s observed i n the 
u/ D a l i t z p l o t for the channel T \ + p — > • u 5 j ^ + (see f i g u r e I I - l , 
from r e f e r e n c e 1/f) ) . T h i s l a r g e e f f e c t i s l o c a l i z e d i n t " 
( t = 1 ^
" ^ r a i n ^ » w n e r e * I s the momentum t r a n s f e r f o r p to ^ ) , . 
being most prominent f o r 0.08 ^ t ^- 0.20 GeV ; outside t h i s r e g i o n 
the asymmetry i s c o n s i s t e n t with zero (see f i g . I I - 2 , from r e f e r e n c e 
H i ) ) . The asymmetry i s observed s t r i c t l y on the uf s i g n a l and 
not i n the background (see f i g . II-3» from r e f . 14) ) . Note, t h a t 
i n a previous experiment , with Jf,200 c j ' s from K~p-> u) 1\, 
no evidence f o r charge asymmetry i n the u j " — ^ T l + T i " r i ° d e c a v 
had been found. 
17) 
As analysed by Abrams, Goldhaber, and H a l l the 
o b s e r v a t i o n of a charge asymmetry on the uS - D a l i t z p l o t provides 
unambiguous evidence f o r the presence, i n the region of u J -mass , 
of a coherent 3T^ production amplitude with I = 1 ™ and 
PC —+ 
J = 1 (see a l s o Appendix B f o r an e x p l i c i t proof t h a t t h i s 
p 
coherent amplitude should n e c e s s a r i l y have J = 1 , i f i t i s going 
to i n t e r f e r e with LAJ production ) . At l e a s t four d i f f e r e n t 
p o s s i b l e dynamical i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s of t h i s i n t e r f e r i n g amplitude 
have been suggested 1^» 1 5 ) ' 1 7 ) » l 8 ) 
ft} 
( i ) The LI = 1, C - v i o l a t i n g decay of u) , as d i s c u s s e d i n 
s e c t i o n I I - l . But t h i s mechanism may be r u l e d out, s i n c e i t would 
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( i i ) The & I = 0 decay of the y , produced c o h e r e n t l y with the 
" J " ( C - v i o l a t i o n i n electromagnetic i n t e r a c t i o n s ^ , as b r i e f l y 
i 
mentioned i n s e c t i o n I I - l ) ; but n o t i c e t h a t the t region i n 
which the asymmetry i s observed, does not completely o v e r l a p with 
the region 0 t ' <=. O.Ht- GeV 2, of the known J> - coherence ^)»19) 
( i i i ) A Yuta-Okubo i n t e r f e r e n c e mechanism, of the type examined i n 
the previous s e c t i o n . 
( i v ) A p o s s i b l e e x o t i c resonance, J> , with 1 = 1 " , J = l " 
and mass near the mass of the u f . 
I n the remainder of t h i s chapter, we concentrate on mechanism 
( i i i ) ( f o r a d i s c u s s i o n of ( i i ) and ( i v ) see e.g. r e f e r e n c e 18) ) ; 
applying (A-12) f o r the vS parameters ( 1^-12 MeV, Am w m 100 MeV, 
O* / C M 1/20 ) , we get o( W Q V a 20 % I But some care i s r e q u i r e d 
a t t h i s point : Apart from the f a c t t h a t the Yuta-Okubo formula 
i s a worse approximation f or the CiS-^vy decay («J i s much broader 
than the ^ ) , p u t t i n g sin^> ~ 1 i n (A-8) i s not j u s t i f i e d . 
Because, as d i s c u s s e d i n Appendix A, s i n y e s s e n t i a l l y measures the 
mean st r e n g t h of the i n t e r f e r e n c e between the charge asymmetric 
pa r t of the background and the resonance production amplitude. Even 
i f the whole of the background i s i n a charge asymmetric s t a t e , o n l y 
p _ 
t h a t part of i t which i s i n an J = 1 s t a t e i s going to i n t e r f e r e 
with uT production (see Appendix B ) to give asymmetry, i f any . 
P 
But the lowest 1 s t a t e has two pions i n a J = 1 s t a t e , 
and the t h i r d , with a r e l a t i v e ang. momentum 1, with r e s p e c t to them 
(see Appendix B, t a b l e B - l ) so i t i s r a t h e r u n l i k e l y t h a t t h i s high 
ang. momentum c o n f i g u r a t i o n w i l l c o n t r i b u t e s i g n i f i c a n t l y a t such 
-2 3-
low energies as the mass of the oJ" ( u n l e s s the e x o t i c J > ^ 
p a r t i c l e e x i s t s , as mentioned above ) . 
I n view of the above argument, i t i s not s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d 
to draw any d e f i n i t e c o n c l u s i o n s from the Yuta-Okubo formula (A-12), 
as i t stands. I n the f o l l o w i n g s e c t i o n we proceed to make an 
e x p l i c i t simple model for uS -production and background, c o n t r i b u t i n g 
T O T \ + p — > and c a l c u l a t e the charge asymmetry 
which may a r i s e by a Yuta-Okubo type mechanism. 
2h 
Il-k Model f o r "J-signal background i n t e r f e r e n c e i n 
++ u5K HJ2 
As f i r s t suggested by Berger i n Ik)% we coh e r e n t l y add 
the diagrams 
v?) T ft* ( n - i ) 
the f i r s t of which r e p r e s e n t s p e r i p h e r a l production of i*S v i a j> 
and B exchanges (v/hich subsequently decays i n t o T ) + r ) " T ) ° ) , 
while the second i s the assumed p r i n c i p a l background mechanism, 
the blob r e p r e s e n t i n g the f u l l ~X] -TJ s c a t t e r i n g amplitude, while 
i n i t s lower p a r t we have T\ p — > Tf /V+ s c a t t e r i n g , which goes 
v i a J> exchange. The 3 ^ system i n B ^ 2 ) raay» o f c o u r s e » t e 
p 
found i n any J s t a t e , but by c a l c u l a t i n g i n t e g r a l s of the form 
e.gi 
( I I - 2 ) 
we l e a v e the oS production amplitude to choose t h a t piece of the 
background i t wants to i n t e r f e r e with. I n f i g u r e 11-^ we p l o t the 
d i f . c r o s s - s e c t i o n f o r T ^ + p — * uS t£+ a t 3.7 GeV/c 2 ^ (a) and 
T l + p — > ^ + + a t 3.8if GeV/c ( b ) , together with t h e i r geo-
m e t r i c a l mean ( c ) . Looking a t t h i s f i g u r e one could hope to e x p l a i n , 
with diagrams ( I I - l ) , even the t -dependence of the asymmetry i n 
- 25 -
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FIG. 11-^ Dif. cross-section for TT p->aA , at 5.7 GeV/c (a) , 
for 7i +p-* TI°A + +, at 3.8U GeV/c (b) , together with th 
geometrical mean (c) ; dotted curves to guide the eye. 
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1 5 ) the experiment by Abrams e t . a l . ^ , d i s c u s s e d i n the previous 
i 
s e c t i o n , although the t i n t e r v a l i n which the s a i d geometrical 
mean i s l a r g e s t does not completely c o i n c i d e with the regi o n of 
maximum charge asymmetry ( 0.08 ^0.20 GeV ) . V/e now 
d i s c u s s i n some d e t a i l every separate piece of our diagrams A and 
B K 2 ) : 
The " n +p—> uS jV"*" process. 
For the t-channel centre of mass (t-CM) h e l i c i t y amplitudes 
we w r i t e (v/e l a b e l the h e l i c i t i e s w ith the name of the corresponding 
p a r t i c l e ) : 
where : 3 ^ } = "1 -V C 
the ^yO»B s i g n a t u r e f a c t o r s , and f o r the Regge t r a j e c t o r i e s we 
have, approximately : 
The r e s i d u e s are smooth f u n c t i o n s of t ; assuming t h a t 
r u i k 
- 27 -
I 
we are a t energies asymptotic enough, so t h a t the s e p a r a t i o n of t -
channel h e l i c i t y amplitudes i n t o n a t u r a l / u n n a t u r a l p a r i t y exchange 
26) 
p i e c e s may be j u s t i f i e d , we. can have some information about 
them by looking a t the wJ decay d e n s i t y matrix elements, i n the 
Jackson frame, a t 3.7 GeV/c 2 ^ : 
We have p A ( t ) £ 0 ( i d e n t i c a l l y ) , P f t ) * 0 ( a l a r g e P ) and 
where the r e s i d u e s are averaged over t and the p,k h e l i c i t i e s . L e t 
o'u)'ti • p u j k ^ e t n e o v e r a l l r o t a t i o n - c r o s s i n g matrix 2 2 ^ from 
t-CM to the s-channel i a J r e s t frame; then, the amplitudes we need, 
w i l l be : ( see ( F - 9 ) ) 
^ -
w i l l again be smooth f u n c t i o n s o f t ( 6\. depends on t only as s — 0 0 ) 
The elements of (R. are complicated f u n c t i o n s of t ; but remembering 
t h a t a t l e a s t f i v e v a r i a b l e s ( out of e i g h t ) w i l l e v e n t u a l l y be 
i n t e g r a t e d over ( s e e I I - 2 ) , we r e q u i r e only a "mean" d e s c r i p t i o n of 
the processes i n v o l v e d and put : 
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where v/e have assumed t h a t a l l h e l i c i t y s t a t e s are produced 
with equal p r o b a b i l i t y i n i t s r e s t frame (from the s-channel r e a c t i o n 
T \ + p — > ) , and the average of the r e s i d u e s i s taken over both 
t , and h e l i c i t i e s . The c r u c i a l point, as f a r as i n t e r f e r e n c e terras 
are concerned i s t h a t , a t high e n e r g i e s , the Regge phases are ind e -
pendent of the h e l i c i t i e s of the p a r t i c l e s i n v o l v e d . I n view of 
these arguments, i t v/ould be s u p e r f i c i a l to s t a r t with a many-
parameter good f i t f or ^t^ptjok ^ n » w e only need to 
observe, t h a t by t a k i n g s Q c£1 GeV we can f i t the slope of the 
d i f . c r o s s - s e c t i o n f o r T l + p — > oJ &*"* a t 3 .7 GeV/c 2*f) 
The T f + p — » Tl° K + + process. 
I n complete analogy with T \ + p — i * } '•, for the 
T \ + p — > J ^ + + amplitudes, we w r i t e : 
"TY^^ = ^ fc^> ^ ^ ( ^ ) ( t - c h a n n e l CM) ( I I - 9 ) 
( s - c h a n n e l , «3 r e s t frame) (11-10) 
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( r e s i d u e s averaged i n h e l i c i t i e s and t ) 
p 
Taking s q c: 1 GeV we can have a resonable "mean" slope for the 
d i f . c r o s s - s e c t i o n ' 2 ^ . For the channel T\°p—=>• T\ " [^ + + 
r e q u i r e d i n note t h a t i t i s the u-channel of T\ +p—>T\ ° 
and the crossed p a r t i c l e s are s p i n l e s s . So, i n the approximation 
ra^± a m^ 0 , the s-channel CM and the u-channel CM c o i n c i d e , 
hence the corresponding h e l i c i t y amplitudes should be equal, one 
by one, i n any frame (because c r o s s i n g from u-CM to s-CM does not 
i n v o l v e any change, and from then on they r o t a t e together ) . 
The u i * — > T T f T T n ° decay. 
For the i n v a r i a n t amplitudes d e s c r i b i n g the u J — > "n+^\~v\° 
decay we have 2 ^ : (C - c o n s e r v a t i o n ) 
where w2 i s the 3r\ i n v a r i a n t mass and p + , p_ are the 3-momenta 
of "n + , t\" i n the uJ r e s t frame. P u t t i n g our z - a x i s along 
the d i r e c t i o n : *»*n -rhrr 3 
where p^ i s the «J 3-momentum, T^ become h e l i c i t y amplitudes 
, so for amplitude A i n ( I I - l ) we have : 
V = Z_ ^ r ^ T - <^> f - ^ r - < N > ( n - 1 3 ) 
\ 
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TT -T\ amplitudes 
We now estimate the T\ - s c a t t e r i n g amplitudes r e q u i r e d 
i n our background diagrams ^2.(2)' s ^ n c e w e a r e i n t e r e s t e d i n 3"^ 
i n v a r i a n t mass near the mass of the CA3 , we need m„ m „ i n 
' nit ~ P 
order to have m ^ ~ ra^ 7 ' , so we need an ac c u r a t e d e s c r i p t i o n 
of our -v^ amplitude below the ji mass, through the a v a i l a b l e * * ^ 
phase s h i f t s f o r S Q , S 2.and waves. For the r j - n amplitudes 
of d e f i n i t e i s o s p i n I we have : (s e e Appendix F) 
T 1 = 8 n s * 2 _ ( 2 l +l ) a 5 P , Ut-W 
1 * . 
with 1 1 1 (11-15) 
I ~ q c o t r * - i 
where q i s the 2r\ centre of mass momentum. We put : 
q 2 e + 1 c o t £ * = f£ (q) (11-16) 
and i n t e r p o l a t e simple polynomials i n q, through the fg(q) v a l u e s 
found from the T \T\ phase s h i f t s , taken from Morgan's review 
(see Figure I I - 5 ) . We f i n d : ( a l l u n i t s i n GeV ) 
f o ( q ) = 0 ' 6 - 5 . 1 7 q 2 (H - 1 7 a ) 
f 1 , l 6 ( I I - 1 7 b ) 
f l ( q ) = 0.09-4-76q^-5.25q & 
f 2 ( q ) = -5.76+26.12q-37.31q 2 \ ( H - 1 7 0 
31 
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FIG. I I - 5 Polynomial interpolations for the quantities 
f i = q 2 £ + 1 cot&£ . Phase s h i f t s from reference 30) 
A l l units i n GeV . 
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E x p r e s s i o n s ( I I - l ? ) are c o n s i s t e n t with the r e s u l t s of a r e c e n t 
c o m p i l a t i o n of T \ - T \ s c a t t e r i n g l e n g t h s . . For the 
T \ + T \ ~ — * T \ + - ^ " and T ^ " ^ 0 — > T\ +T^° s c a t t e r i n g amplitudes, we 
have : 
T ( + - ) = 3 T ° + * 6" t 2 ( I I - l 8 a ) 
1 ? 
T ( + o ) = * T + * T ( I I - l 8 b ) 
I f combined with (11-11) , these amplitudes give for our "average" 
background amplitudes : 
\ r, 
{ \ ) - ( ^ s r a V - ) ( I 1 - 1 9 b ) 
where P]_(£) 3 - 8 t n e f o u r _ m o m e n ' t u i n of the pion which i s exchanged i n 
^ ( 2 ) ' 
R e s u l t s and Conclusious. 
By Monte C a r l o phase space i n t e g r a t i o n ( s t a n d a r d FOWL has 
been employed ),we c a l c u l a t e the D a l i t z - p l o t d i s t r i b u t i o n ( I I - 2 ) , 
together w i t h the 3^ \ - i n v a r i a n t mass d i s t r i b u t i o n s f or p o s i t i v e 
and negative x, , u s i n g e x p r e s i o n s (1 1 - 1 3 » 1 9 ) 
f o r amplitudes A and B i n ( I I - l ) . Although we may estimate the 
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absolute n o r m a l i z a t i o n of our diagrams, we vary the r a t i o A/B 
and s e a r c h whether we can have a s u b s t a n t i a l asymmetry i n the D a l i t z 
p l o t , and at the same time, a reasonably low background. I t tu r n s 
out t h a t although we get an asymmetry of the c o r r e c t s i g n , we would 
need a very high background i n order to make i t as l a r g e as expe-
r i m e n t a l l y observed ; i f we have an uS - s i g n a l to background r a t i o 
15-5, we get no-more than 1-3 % net o v e r a l l asymmetry, both i n the 
D a l i t z p l o t and i n the uS s i g n a l , i n the 3 T \ - i n v a r i a n t mass 
d i s t r i b u t i o n . I n f i g u r e s I I - 6 — > 11 we give a sample of r e s u l t s 
f o r < K o ( t ) - 1 + t , « B ( t ) ' . t , s Q = 1 GeV 2, and *>=1 
J o * 1 
I n f i g u r e s 11-6,7 we show the q u a n t i t i e s - r ^ r v and the 
D a l i t z p l o t d i s t r i b u t i o n , together with i t s x,y p r o j e c t i o n s , 
c a l c u l a t e d from diagram A only, which i s completely symmetric with 
r e s p e c t to T } + , T\~ . We get an asymmetry oc = 4.3 %, which should 
be i n t e r p r e t e d as a random f l u c t u a t i o n of the Monte C a r l o events 
generator ; we s u b t r a c t i t from l a t t e r r e s u l t s . I n f i g u r e s 
I I - 8 — > 11 we show the same q u a n t i t i e s , but for / <3*B 2r 3>^TF 
TA B L E II—1-
OL/CT B 
Experiment 20.44 1.54 18± 5 % 
A only . ,.1-03 4.30% 
Model 7.04 1.10 \ 5.25 % 
3.05 1.14 8.20% 
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FIG. I I - 6 a Calculated distribution of the 7i+Tt n 0 invariant mass, 
without any background, for x > 0 • 
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FIG. 11-11 As i n Figure I I - 7 , but with a /a B 
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Our r e s u l t s , are summarized i n Table I I - l ; we define : 
cr (average i n the i n t e r v a l 0.77 ^ . 0.80 GeV) 





(The uS band i s defined by 0.762 ^ W^4 0.803 GeV ; FOWL c a l c u l a t e s 
i ,where CJj, i s the t o t a l c r o s s - s e c t ion, or the 
"nor m a l i z a t i o n f a c t o r " of our histograms i n f i g u r e s ' II-6—» 11 ) 
We have checked the s t a b i l i t y o f our r e s u l t s against changes of 
the Regge . t r a j e c t o r i e s c£ , C(_ the constant s , and the r a t i o 
J ' 0 
^ i t u t t n e only parameter on which the asymmetry 
depends c r u c i a l l y i s the r a t i o A/B . 
What about the t -dependence of t h i s asymmetry ? I t i s 
d i f f i c u l t t o c a l c u l a t e a c c u r a t e l y i i H - , since double s e l e c t i o n 
o f events i s r e q u i r e d (both i n the uT-band, and f o r x ^  0 ) , and 
we need t o generate a very l a r g e t o t a l number of events ( t h i s i s 
also the reason we use a sharp ^ ) . Although g e n e r a l l y we have 
-hh -
do- y dcr , a c l e a r d i p i n 
X<o c L V J x < < 
f o r 
0.08 4z 0.20 GeV does not appear t o be present. V/e may have a 
q u a l i t a t i v e understanding of t h e . t dependence of our asymmetry r e -
membering t h a t the i n t e r f e r e n c e terms i n t h i s model f a l l e x p o n e n t i a l l y 
w i t h t , hence l a r g e t s do not c o n t r i b u t e s i g n i f i c a n t l y t o our 
asymmetry. On the other hand, v/e have checked t h a t when r e p l a c i n g 
the constant by t < [ ^ ) > (a f l i p p i n g J> ) the r e s u l t s 
* 
presented above do not change s u b s t a n t i a l l y . So, v/e a r r i v e a t the 
i 
q u a l i t a t i v e conclusion t h a t n e i t h e r the very s m a l l , nor the l a r g e t 6 
co n t r i b u t e s i g n i f i c a n t l y t o the small asymmetry generated by our 
mechanism. 
We conclude t h a t the uS - s i g n a l - background i n t e r f e r e n c e 
mechanism, can e x p l a i n only a small f r a c t i o n of the charge asymmetry 
observed i n the uS—^m""^""^0 decay. This r e s u l t may be q u a l i -
t a t i v e l y understood, i f v/e remember t h a t : 
( i ) The experimentally observed background i s very low. 
( i i ) The cO occupies" a very small r e g i o n i n the phase space, so 
the background cannot vary s i g n i f i c a n t l y i n s i d e i t , t o produce much 
asymmetry. . 
( i i i ) The 3^ 1~ s t a t e i n v o l v e s high angular momenta so i t s t a r t s 
c o n t r i b u t i n g s i g n i f i c a n t l y at energies higher than the &o mass, as 
discussed i n d e t a i l i n the previous s e c t i o n , and as proved by the 
f a c t t h a t most of the x > 0 — x < 0 asymmetry i n our — — -
d i s t r i b u t i o n s , i n f i g u r e s 11-8,10, i s introduced a t energies higher 
than the cJ mass. 
* This i s because the small t values are suppressed by 
phase space f a c t o r s . 
- 1*5 -
+ — o 
I n view of the s i t u a t i o n i n <v£—> T| T\ T\ decay, discussed 
i n s e c t i o n I I - 2 , before considering more e x o t i c explanations 
( discussed i n s e c t i o n I I - 3 ) . o f a possible charge asymmetry i n 
<0 — T ^ n " ^ 0 decay, we should await f o r more accurate data. 
CHAPTER I I I 
THE KN—» KN, K k , K*N PROCESSES . 
I I I - l I n t r o d u c t i o n . 
I n t h i s chapter v/e t u r n t o KN s c a t t e r i n g ; our u l t i m a t e 
aim w i l l "be t o understand possible e x o t i c bumps i n K+N t o t a l 
cross-sections (chapter I V ) , Here, v/e examine i n some d e t a i l the 
i n e l a s t i c KIT channels dominating at low energies, namely KN—> K k , 
* 
K N — K N, and we t r y t o understand the nature o f t h e i r t-channel 
exchanges on a concise b a s i s . ' I n view of the work to come next, 
i t i s de s i r a b l e t o have a very c l e a r p i c t u r e o f the exchanges which 
are important i n each h e l i c i t y amplitude. The philosophy v/e adopt 
i n t r e a t i n g our dynamics g r e a t l y helps i n achieving t h i s aim ; t o 
» 
c o n s t r u c t our KN—> K k , K N amplitudes , v/e proceed i n the 
f o l l o w i n g two steps : 
( i ) Guided by the measured values of the de n s i t y m a t r i x elements 
f o r the production o f the high spin p a r t i c l e , v/e f i n d the p a r t i c u l a r 
way o f coupling the pseudoscalar and vect o r meson exchanges-treated 
as "elementary" o b j e c t s - t o the e x t e r n a l p a r t i c l e s , v/hich i s 
cons i s t e n t w i t h the data , and then : 
( i i ) We reggeize our amplitudes , r e t a i n i n g any r e l a t i o n s imposed 
on them by ( i ) .assuming exchange degeneracy between vector and 
tensor mesons . Thus , we always have our amplitudes parametrized 
i n terms of Regge poles. 
F i n a l l y , f o r completness we give a very simple Regge 
model f o r e l a s t i c KN s c a t t e r i n g . Since t h i s process i s dominated 
by pomeron-exchange even a t very low energies , i t cannot be t r e a t e d 
i n the way described above , but a pu r e l y phenomenological p o i n t 
of view has t o be adopted. 
The f i t s we are going t o present should not be thought as 
the best r e s u l t s o f c a r e f u l chisquare m i n i m i z a t i o n s ; t h i s has 
been done during the past decade (see e.g. references 33) and 3k) ; 
exhaustive l i s t s o f references f o r Regge f i t s f o r the KN—* KN , 
* 
K k , K N r e a c t i o n s may be found i n reference 35) ) , and i t i s 
not our purpose. Here , we want t o succeed i n a concise and 
unambiguous determination o f the exchanges which are important i n 
each amplitude. This i s very important , e.g. f o r K +N—* K*N, i n 
deciding unambiguously whether any e x o t i c K +N resonances do e x i s t -
see chapter IV. On the other hand , we demonstrate t h a t much simpler 
models can f i t the data e q u a l l y w e l l as some s o p h i s t i c a t e d ones. We 
always manage t o have no more than one or two f r e e parameters , 
which can be e a s i l y determined. We b e l i e v e these models t o be q u i t e 
r e a l i s t i c , a t l e a s t i n a g l o b a l sense , although they do not 6ucced 
i n d e s c r i b i n g every d e t a i l e d aspect o f the data, as discussed below. 
- kQ -
I I I - 2 The KN—» Kk, channel. 
We s t a r t by considering K N — K b > s c a t t e r i n g , where we 
can only have J> , exchanges, i n four independent h e l i c i t y 
amplitudes. Since t h i s r e a c t i o n has a I = 1 component on l y , a l l 
K +p—* K ° k + + , K +n-> K° k + , K + k ° channels are simply r e l a t e d 
by i s o s p i n , so we e x p l i c i t l y discuss the K + p — K ° & + + channel 
on l y , f o r which we have the best data. 
\ 
L o r e n t z - i n v a r l a n t couplings 
The success o f the Stodolsky-Sakurai J model i n p r e d i c t i n g 
+ 
the p a r t i c l e d ensity m a t r i x , enables us t o use the Ml (magnetic 
d i p o l e ) t r a n s i t i o n Lagrangian ' f o r the y>£iN ve r t e x : 
while the o n l y p a r i t y conserving coupling o f a vector meson t o two 
pseudoscalar mesons may be w r i t t e n : 
A y f ^ i -fob) it] ^ 
Our n o t a t i o n i s c l a r i f i e d by diagram I I I - l . 
- kg -
"J 
/ j r ( t f ) 
i 
DIAGRAM I I I — 1 
Using these (phenomenological) Lagrangians, the t-channel (Born) 
h e l i c i t y amplitudes, which do not vanish, may be c a l c u l a t e d (see 
Appendix C-l) : 
Or, f i n a l l y :* 
IH-if) 
rci> 
2 2. 2 2. ( I I I - 5 ) 
* Throughout t h i s t h e s i s , we use the n o t a t i o n m = m^ , ja. = ra^, 
M = mK* , while <Q ( B t ) i s the Kibble f u n c t i o n (the equation o f the 
ph y s i c a l r e g i o n boundary) o f the process under discussion. V/e l a b e l , 
our h e l i c i t i e s by the name o f the corresponding p a r t i c l e . 
R e l a t i o n ( I I I - 5 ) leads t o the famous Stodolsky-Sakurai p r e d i c t i o n s 
f o r /\ production : 
( I I I - 6 ) 
and i t i s by now v/ell checked t h a t these are s a t i s f i e d , a t l e a s t 
i n a mean sense, over a wide range o f energies (see e.g. f i g u r e s 
I I I - 2 , 3 b , i f from references 4 0 ) , J+l),Zf2) ) . 
One may also c a l c u l a t e the s-channel h e l i c i t y amplitudes 
d i r e c t l y from Lagrangians (111-1,2) (see Appendix C-l) : 
k\ - E '-kk = F ^ ( \ ^ - 2 i > ^ e ) c o f c | ( I I I. 7 a ) 
(*) (?) 
F and D are fu n c t i o n s o f s, the form of v/hich i s given i n Appendix 
C-l (C-l8,21) ; 0 i s the s-channel s c a t t e r i n g angle. I t may now 
be checked (see Appendix C-l) t h a t the r e l a t i o n ^ | t ^ | 2=2]| t^| 2
i s s a t i s f i e d , a f a c t stemming from the l o c a l i t y of our Lagrangians 
(111-1,2). I t would be an academically i n t e r e s t i n g exercise t o 
c a l c u l a t e the angular d i s t r i b u t i o n and t o t a l c ross-section f o r 
K + p — ^ K ° & + + using amplitudes ( I I I - 7 ) as they stand. Figure I I I - l 
shows the r e s u l t s of t h i s c a l c u l a t i o n (v/hich should be compared 
w i t h the data on f i g u r e s I I I - 5 f 8 ) , and two major diseases o f strong 
i n t e r a c t i o n s c a l c u l a t i o n s using f i r s t order p e r t u r b a t i o n theory are 
manifested : 
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PIG. I I I - l F i r s t order perturbation theory predictions f o r the d i f f e r e n t i a l 
and t o t a l cross-sections f o r K p-*K A ( p-exchange, 
Ml t r a n s i t i o n at the 1 ppA vertex ) ; x=cos0n 
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( i i ) i n f i n i t e l y r i s i n g t o t a l cross-section. 
Kinematic s i n g u l a r i t i e s . 
I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g t o note, t h a t the t-channel amplitudes 
22 ) 
( I I I - / * ) have the co r r e c t kinematic s i n g u l a r i t i e s r e q u i r e d e.g. 
by crossing m a t r i x considerations. Let us e x p l i c i t l y c o n s t r u c t the 
k i n e m a t i c - s i n g u l a r i t y - f r e e amplitudes, f o r t h i s process, corresponding 
t o amplitudes ( I l l - i f ) ( F ^ denote the as s y m p t o t i c a l l y p a r i t y (-) 22} conserving amplitudes; F = 0 ) : 
1 z z 
~ 2. Z 
1 
Mi? 
( I I I - 8 ) 
Here, i s the t-channel s c a t t e r i n g angle and 
a ± = t " ( n K t ± m K ° ) 2 » b ± = t-Crap ± m t k ^ 2 (C-7) 
(see also equation ( C - l l ) o f Appendix C). So, besides the basic 
1 
dynamics of t h i s problem ( P-exchange, t . ) the kinematic-
s i n g u l a r i t y - f r e e amplitudes contain f a c t o r s which vanish a t t -
channel thresholds and pseudothresholds, something t o be expected 
since angular momentum conservation i s n i c e l y b u i l t i n t o Lagrangians 
(111-1,2) ( t h e crossing m a t r i x i s diagonal a t high energies ) . 
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Regseization 
Now, r e t a i n i n g r e l a t i o n ( I I I - 5 ) , and the residue s t r u c t u r e 
p r e d i c t e d by couplings (111-1,2), we want t o a l t e r the u n d e r l y i n g 
dynamics, r e p l a c i n g the Feynman propagator i n (111-/+) by the proper 
"Regge propagator" (e.g. as i n reference 38) j . Since J> and A 2 
are the only allowed Regge exchanges, f o r the h e l i c i t y amplitudes 
which are f r e e o f physical-region-boundary s i n g u l a r i t i e s ( f r e e from 
k i n . s i n g u l a r i t i e s i n s) we have : 
" te) ^ ( * - i r * 0 (III-9) 
where we got the second e q u a l i t y by assuming 
a*. <iUH) (111-10) 
t h a t i s , strong exchange degeneracy betv/een J> and A 2 (see s e c t i o n 
35) 
1-2), and a usual g h o s t - k i l l i n g mechanism , since we need our 
amplitudes f o r -1 ^  cos 0 ^ 1 , and a t low energies. We now 
reggeize amplitudes ( I I I - J f ) by the s u b s t i t u t i o n : 
1 
* ^ fts^ ( I I I - n > 
so, we end up w i t h : 
- 5k -
For our J> -k^ t r a j e c t o r y we have 
C { ( t ) = 1 + oCU-m2, ) (111-13) 
• -2 ^9} w i t h o(. = 1 GeV , while the n a t u r a l u n i t i n our problem i s 
s o = \ ^ r a r a k — 0*5 i so the only JJfree" parameter we have i s the 
o v e r - a l l n o r m a l i z a t i o n . 
Comparison v/ith experiment 
Before proceeding t o a comparison o f the cross-sections 
t o which amplitudes (111-12) l e a d , w i t h experiment, l e t us check 
once again how good the Stodolsky-Sakurai p r e d i c t i o n s ( I I I - 6 ) are. 
I n f i g u r e I I I - 2 (from reference 41) ) we show the /^ + + production 
d e n s i t y m a t r i x elements at low energies (p l = 1.21-1.69 GeV/c ) , 
and the agreement w i t h the Stodolsky-Sakurai p r e d i c t i o n s (dashed 
l i n e s ) i s , i n a mean sense, s a t i s f a c t o r y . I n f i g u r e I I I - 3 b (from 
reference 42) ) we show t h a t they remain good, except f o r small t , 
at p^ = 4.6 GeV/c . I n f i g u r e I I I - 4 (from reference 40) ) the 
averaged over t den s i t y m a t r i x elements are shown, from t h r e s h o l d 
up t o 5 GeV/c , and the agreement w i t h the Stodolsky-Sakurai pre-
d i c t i o n s i s remarkable. 
- 55 - \ 
A , t-chonnel helicity frome 
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PIG. I l l - 2 From reference hi) . 
A** production density matrix elements, compared with 
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FIG. I I I - 3 From reference U2) . 
•f» f\ 'I 'I' 
(a) M f . cross-section f o r K p-»K A at = U.6 GeV/c , 
compared with the f i t of reference 33) • 
(b) The corresponding density matrix elements ; the dotted 
l i n e s are the Stodolsky - Sakurai predictions. Dashed 
crosses are from the reaction . K n -»K°A , at 
essentially the same momentum, from reference ^8) . 
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FIG. I I I - 4 : From reference ho) . 
Averaged over t , ^-production density matrix elements 
f o r 1 < < 5 GeV/c compared with the Stodolsky -




I n f i g u r e s 111-5,6 we show low energy, 1.21 ^ p ^ 2.17 GeV/c, 
d i f . cross-sections f o r K + p — > K° (data from references kO) , 
/+1) ) , compared w i t h the present model, and the agreement i s g e n e r a l l y 
s a t i s f a c t o r y , except f o r the lowest energies, p ^ ^ l . 2 9 GeV/c where 
Regge seems t o have ceased being good. I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g t o note 
t h a t had we used amplitudes ( I I I - / * ) as they stand, we could have 
f i t t e d the lowest energies data (compare w i t h curves on f i g . I I I - l ) . 
This remark may not be un c o r r e l a t e d w i t h the observation t h a t 
exchanges tend t o behave as "composite" when the r a t i o -rr- i s 
l a r g e : a t p r e s e n t l y a v a i l a b l e " h i g h " energies, t h i s r a t i o i s l a r g e 
f o r s t r o n g , but small f o r weak or electromagnetic i n t e r a c t i o n s ( t h e 
Regge slope oL may be thought as c h a r a c t e r i z i n g the square of the 
foundaraental l e n g t h associated w i t h the i n t e r a c t i o n under c o n s i d e r a t i o n ) 
; on the basis of t h i s observation alone, one argues t h a t , a t t r u l y 
asymptotic energies, leptons w i l l reggeize as w e l l (see reference 
4 3 ) i and references t h e r e i n ) . I n f i g u r e I I I - 7 (data from reference 
42) ) , we show t h a t the model e x t r a p o l a t e s s a t i s f a c t o r i l y t o higher 
energies, p L = 4.6 GeV/c ; f o r comparison, i n f i g u r e I I I - 3 a (from 
reference 1+2.) ) we show the same data, compared w i t h the s o p h i s t i c a t e d 
Krammer and Maor f i t ^ \ F i n a l l y , i n f i g u r e I I I - 8 we have t o t a l 
K + p — ^ K° & + + cross-section data (compiled i n reference 41) ) 
compared w i t h the p r e d i c t i o n o f t h i s model, normalized t o the data 
at 4.6 GeV/c shown i n f i g u r e I I I - 7 . Again, we see t h a t Regge f a i l s 
below p^ «v l.Zf GeV/c (sinse our & i s sharp, we have a K k 
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FIG. I I I - 8 Total cross-section for 
K p -*K°A++ (from reference ^ l ) ), 
compared with the prediction of the 
model described i n section I I I - 2 . 
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I I I - 3 Model for the KN—» K*N process. . x 
• \ 
The success and s i m p l i c i t y of the model for KN"—• Kk , 
developed i n the previous section, makes i t serve as a guide i n 
* 
constructing an equally good model for the more complicated KN—*K N 
channel, to which we now turn. Here, we can have P , , «J-f, 
J> -A^ exchanges. But i f the pomeron i s an SU(3) s i n g l e t , then, 
i n the l i m i t of exact SU(3)» i t decouples from t h i s reaction, and 
we do not expect i t to become important u n t i l a l l the meson exchanges 
have become ne g l i g i b l e , as i s well established experimentally (see 
figure I I I - 9 - from reference kk) ; but see also reference 52) for 
a discussion of a possible SU(3) non-singlet i? -exchange). As 
i n the previous section, we s t a r t by considering the possible 
Lorentz-invariant, p a r i t y conserving couplings of the pseudoscalar 
and vector meson exchanges to the external p a r t i c l e s . 
pseudoscalar meson exchange 
We f i r s t look at pion exchange ; Lagrangian ( I I I - 2 ) , 
together with the usual 
1 • a,„,f fc^ 
coupling of the pion to NfJ (and these are essentially the only 
p a r i t y conserving couplings available), lead to the following t -




'A ; wiv = 
<\ C-0 ( i i w 5 ) 
whore S*=l(2) for the • elastic'(cex) reaction - see Appendix D-3 -
p » 
and a ± = (M ± JA ) - t . We multiply and divide by the K mass 
i n order to make a l l factors i n t h i s amplitude e x p l i c i t l y dimensionless 
(to f a c i l i t a t e comparison with -q -exchange amplitude for K N — N 
i n chapter IV ) ; of course, we could had scaled with any constant 
~ 1 GeV . 
Amplitudes (111-15) lead to the well-known predictions : 
foo ' 1 • fl-1 = J°10 = 0 ( I I I " 1 6 ) 
for the decay density matrix elements of the vector meson, when 
produced v ia TJ -exchange only. Although we cannot i s o l a t e the -
exchange contribution i n KN—* K N, looking at the data i n figures 
111-14—>17 we can make the following simple observations i n support 
of these predictions : 
(a) For small-t, where TT-exchange i s largest, we have a large 
foo a n d a e m a 1 1 A - l * 
(b) For the cex reaction, v/here the TJ -exchange, contribution i s 
doubled, we have a larger foo a n d a smaller J^_\^ than i n the 
" e l a s t i c " reaction. 
(c) As the energy becomes larger, foo^J^i-l^ i s S'etting smaller 
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(larger) (the pion dies down with energy more quickly than the vector 
and tensor mesons ). 
(d) The prediction ReJ^iO s 0 i s m o r e o r l e s s w e l 1 sa-tisfied» 
We now reggeizo amplitudes (111-15) by the subs t i t u t i o n : 
_ > - V - f t ) < m - 1 7 ) 
having i n mind that the evasive pion («>ct^  ) i s ruled out by the1 
data ; by substitution (111-17) we accept the presence of con- . 
s p i r a t o r i a l or absorptive e f f e c t s . F i n a l l y , a n t i c i p a t i n g the work 
i n chapter IV, where we w i l l want to p a r t i a l wave analyse t h i s 
amplitude a n a l y t i c a l l y ( t h i s was also the reason for choosing an 
(•^-^ Regge behaviour, instead of (S-TAA a s i n -the 
previous: section), we make the residue constant, by taking i t s 
value at t = 0. So we end up with : 
( I I I - 1 8 ) 
where : « _ • _ M2-
vector meson exchange 
We now turn to vector meson exchange ; the only p a r i t y 
- 66 -
conserving coupling of a pseudoscalar meson to two vector mesons may 
be w r i t t e n as : 
(111-20) 
but for the coupling of the vector meson to Nfl we have several 
choices, e.g. : 
(111-21) 
(diagram I I I - 2 c l a r i f i e s our notation ) 
C40 0 " - _ _ _ K 
DIAGRAM I I I — 2 
Already, success i n the previous section, would favour a BB coupling 
of the type (111-21), which i f combined with (111-20) leads to : 
= ^ ^ ^(A/; ZyrRtiR S ( I I I " 2 2 ) 
Notice the s i m i l a r i t y between (111-22) and ( I I I - 3 ) : here, we have 
the *!<<, and £ f i e l d s uncorrelated ; i n order to go from (111-22) 
to ( I I I - 3 ) v/e have to couple them i n t o a Schwinger-Rarita spinor 
1 C ® € . From (111-22) we f i n d (see Appendix C-3) : 
leading to the immediate predictions : 
Again, from the data on figures I I I - l / f - > 1 7 , we see that at higher 
energies, where the pion i s small, approaches 0.5» except 
at small t where the pion i s largest. The prediction Rej3^g = 0 
persists, and I t i s always satisfactory. 
Consider now Lagrangian (111-20) coupled with a BB 
current of the form tyXyty • I n Appendix C-3 we f i n d : 
So : 
TOJNA/"0 ( I I I - 2 6 a ) 
T " * * * • • W ( I I I - 2 6 b ) 
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# 
hence, for the K density matrix elements we get 
foo *fio°° <m-2" 
(111-28) 
That i s : 
f 1 J L ~ i for | t \ ~ 0 ( I I I - 2 9 a ) 
fl-1** 0 f o r W ~ m 2 (III-29b) 
From the data i n figures 111-14—^17 we cannot f i n d evidence i n 
favour of (111-29) , on the contrary, j^i-l » i n Senei*al» increases 
with t . I n fact ( I I I - 2 9 b ) should persist at a l l energies, even i f 
"Vj -exchange i s appreciable, provided that i t mainly contributes to 
T - , but at no available energy v/e see evidence for ( I I I - 2 9 b ) . o;pp 
Of course, ( I I I - 2 9 a ) cannot be checked confidently since at small 
t , pion exchange cannot be neglected, even at higher, energies. 
The above example, shows that i s the favoured 
BB current for t h i s process. Reggeizing (111-23) by s u b s t i t u t i o n 
( I I I - l l ) - but with s-u si 2s - and p u t t i n g back, the t-channel 
i n i t i a l state threshold branch point, which should be present i n 
I K ) 
(111-23) ( i t contains a l l other kinematic s i n g u l a r i t i e s required J y ) 
, we end up with : < 
>r>ii = - * F - q - « ) (f-J \ (ni.») 
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where strong exchange degeneracy i n the form f+Aj, = ^  +^ = 2M 
has been taken i n t o account (see section 1-2) and oc i s the common 
J> , A 2 , "J , f t r a j e c t o r y . 
Natural-Unnatural p a r i t y exchanges 
From the above considerations, we have learned two important 
lessons : 
( i ) T\ -exchange contributes mainly to the production of K s with 
h e l i c i t y zero, and i t i s mainly non-flipping the NfJ vertex. 
( i i ) Vector (and by exchange degeneracy also tensor) meson exchange 
produces mainly helicity-one K s, and i t i s mainly non-flipping. 
We now come to consider, what experiment t e l l s us about the r e l a t i v e 
contributions of natural/unnatural p a r i t y exchanges l ,to the various 
+ *+ 
h e l i c i t y amplitudes for K p—> K p . I n figure I l l r l O , we pl o t 
' + - 26) the quantities ( T K ( ) , which - i n the s—»©o l i m i t - measure 
the averaged over t percentage of natural (unnatural) p a r i t y exchange 
contribution to the production of K**s with h e l i c i t y K (data from 
references 42 ) , 45 ) , 46), 4 7 ) , 49 ) , 50 ) , ). This figure, makes 
clear that unnatural p a r i t y exchange contribution to ^.JJJJ i s 
very small, i n fact consistent v/ith zero for P L ^  4.6 GeV/c ; on 
the contrary, T ] _ . j j j f are mainly fed by natural p a r i t y exchanges, 
as the large indicates, i n agreement with the previous conclusion 
that only <-0 , f, , A 2 contribute to ^i'W^ ' U n n a t u r a l p a r i t y 
exchanges contribute mainly to TQ.^ , and become more important 
at lower energies, again i n support of the previous statement, 
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FIG. 111-10 Averaged over t natural/unnatural parity exchange contri-
butions to the production of K*+ 's with h e l i c i t y k=0,l 
as functions of p^ ( curves to guide the eye ) . 
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that the pion mainly feeds the T amplitudes. 
Comparison with experiment. 
We next come to a quantitative comparison of t h i s model 
with experiment (selected data from references if2), 45)—> 51) ; 
for an exhaustive l i s t of references to data, see reference 62) ) . 
We have our Regge t r a j e c t o r i e s fixed : 
CX^ = c<!^ (t-m 2^ ) , oi = 1+ oc ( t - m l , ) ( I I I - 3 D 
with slopes also fixe d : 
oc' = cx! = 1 GeV"2 (111-32) •n 
We then f i n d s Q from the slope of the d i f . cross-sections 
and the r a t i o p j t f from j»00 / J4-» . 
i t 
I n figures I I I - l l — 1 3 we plot the d i f . cross-sections 
+ *+• 
for K p—> K p at various energies covering the range 
2.11 £r P L ^  12.7 GeV/c , and the agreement with t h i s model i s 
satis f a c t o r y , except for small t at the lowest energies (The small 
^5) 
t peaks-fig. 111-13- are t y p i c a l evidence for absorbed ~X\ -
exchange, while here we have a pure pole model - see section IV - 2 ) . 
There are some over-all normalization problems - the absolute 
normalization between the curve at 4.6 GeV/c and the group of curves 
between 2.11 and 2.72 GeV/c d i f f e r by a factor of 1.4 which may not 
be too bad i f we remember the inconsistencies between d i f f e r e n t 
experiments as far as over-all normalization i s concerned. For s_ 
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FIG. I I I - l l Dif. cross-sections for K p -*K p , compared 
with the model of section I I I - 3 . 
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FIG. 111-12 Same as i n Figure IH-11 , at different energies. 
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FIG. 111-13 Same as i n Figure I I I - l l , "but at low energies . 
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we f i n d the n a t u r a l and s a t i s f a c t o r y v a l u e : 
a = 1 GeV 2 = -A- (111 -33) 
i n accordance with the Veneziano model. 
I n f i g u r e s I I I - l i f — * 16 we p l o t the corresponding d e n s i t y 
matrix elements. Again, we have c o n s i s t e n c y although both J>qq 
and J^i^2. m a ^ B e e m *° ^ e somehow l a r g e , presumably because we have 
some c o n t r i b u t i o n from the amplitudes we have completely n e g l e c t e d . 
+ *± 
I n f i g u r e 111-17 we p l o t the d e n s i t y matrix elements f o r K p—* K p 
and K p — * K n a t Zf.6 GeV/c ( i n t h i s model a l l the corresponding 
observable q u a n t i t i e s ^ , j D ^ , f o r K*p-*- K" 4p. 
K n-s> K p and K p — ^ K n should be the same ) . The agreement 
i s s a t i s f a c t o r y , and t h i s provides good evidence t h a t we have c o r -
r e c t l y d i s t r i b u t e d our exchanges between our amplitudes, and t h a t 
exchange degeneracy between v e c t o r and t e n s o r mesons works ( i n 
the cex r e a c t i o n , the pion c o n t r i b u t i o n i s doubled; so with exd 
mesons i n , we c o r r e c t l y p r e d i c t both the r e l a t i v e 
magnitudes and the t-dependence of J^QQ , J ^ i - i ^ • ^ e f i n d : 
= 1.34 ( I H - 3 4 ) 
and f o r the normalized r e s i d u e c o n s t a n t s : 
>^ = 60 , ^ = 45 GeV" 3 i f normalize to r e f . 42) ( I I I - 3 5 a ) 
p = 71 , ^ = 53 GeV" 3 i f normalize to r e f . 50) ( I I I - 3 5 b ) 
For reasons e x p l a i n e d above, i n t h i s model the Regge 
o( 2 behaviour was given by ( s / s ) with 6 = 1 GeV . The agreement 
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FIG. 111-17 K , K production density matrix elements, compared 
with the predictions of section I I I - 3 at various energies. 
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i s g e n e r a l l y s l i g h t l y b e t t e r i f we use ^ j , with s Q = y 
—2? 
iMn- , 
as i n the previous s e c t i o n , i n which case the model can e x t r a p o l a t e 
to even lower e n e r g i e s . Note, t h a t the a n a l y s i s of the t-channel 
* 52) exchange c o n t r i b u t i o n s to KN —=» K N , r e c e n t l y done by Michael , 
i s c o n s i s t e n t w i t h the gross f e a t u r e s of t h i s model, except from 
h i s c o n c l u s i o n od-f ^j>-Ag while here, we have u J - f = J> -Ag 
( and a n o n - f l i p p i n g y ) which i s r a t h e r unconventional. 
There are two important f e a t u r e s of the data ( see e.g. 
the r e c e n t review by E i s n e r ) which are not accounted for by 
t h i s model, namely the s t r i k i n g d i f f e r e n c e i n j> > between 
K " p - ^ K*°n and K +n K*°p ( < 0 ! ) , and the d i f f e r e n c e 
+ *+ - *_ 
i n slope between the K p — > K p and K p — > K p d i f . c r o s s -
s e c t i o n s . Now, a pure pole model, cannot accommodate the d i f f e r e n c e 
i n p o l a r i z a t i o n between K~p-*K*°n and K +n-»K*°p,but.a n - c u t , i n t e r f e r i n g 
53} 
with the j> -pole, i s needed i n order to e x p l a i n i t . On the 
other hand, one could f i t the d i f f e r e n c e i n slope between the 
+ *+ _ *_ 
K p — > K p and K p — > K p d i f . c r o s s - s e c t i o n s by assuming exd 
breaking, i n which case a d i f f e r e n t constant sQ would correspond to 
each meson. But here, we i n s i s t e d on a pure pole, exchange degenerate 
model, i n a n t i c i p a t i o n of the work to follow (see chapter I V ) . 
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I I I - 4 Simple model for e l a s t i c K*N—> KN s c a t t e r i n g . • 
V/e now consider, f or completeness, the e l a s t i c K + N — > KN 
* 
channel, which obviously cannot be t r e a t e d i n the same way as K 
and ^ production, s i n c e i t i s known to be dominated by pomeron-
exchange. S i n c e only some gross q u a l i t a t i v e f e a t u r e s of t h i s model 
are going to be used i n chapter IV, we w r i t e down the f o l l o w i n g simple 
phenomenological amplitudes f or pomeron ( £*) and meson (M) exchanges 
( a s i n the past two s e c t i o n s , we assume strong exchange degeneracy 
between j > , A 2, cO , f ) : 
E + • i % p o T ( ^ ( t ) . : E- • o . ( n i - 3 6 ) 
where : 
JrQ.<> i+ot^l • ctM(i) ~ x + ^ i ( I I I . 3 8 ) 
and we f i x : 
/ ? / ~ 
= 0.6 GeV~ d ; c/ = 1.0 GeV" d (111-39) 
I n 
Oj i s the t o t a l assymptotic K +N c r o s s - s e c t i o n , and we take 
Oy° = 18 rab. These amplitudes l e a d to the f o l l o w i n g simple e x p r e s s i o n s 
f o r the d i f . c r o s s - s e c t i o n s (see a l s o Appendix D-3) : 
do1 4 r 641) (111-40) 
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As 
d t . 
( I I I - i f l ) 
By f i t t i n g the cex d i f . c r o s s - s e c t i o n s a t «<12 G e V / c 5 ^ , 5 5 ^ 
we can determine s M ( i n order to f i t the slope of ) and 
» ( i n o r d e r "to f i t the sm a l l curvature f or sm a l l t of 
) ; we f i n d : 
at. 
soM = 0 , 7 5 G e v 2 5 f++ = 2 0 ' = 4 0 G e V _ 1 (111-42) 
Then, we go to the e l a s t i c K +p d i f . c r o s s - s e c t i o n s ^ and f i n d 
s„ . i n order to f i t i t s slope ; we f i n d : op 
s ^ = 0.2 GeV 
op 
( I I I - * t 3 ) 
Of TT- , The absolute magnitude of i s c ° r r e c i H . y p r e d i c t e d by u s i n g P oo + + , ^»+_ found from the cex r e a c t i o n s and 0 -^= 18 mb. 
Figur e 111-18 shows t h a t t h i s f i t i s i n good agreement with the data. 
We next look a t the e l a s t i c K p p o l a r i z a t i o n ; s i n c e 
|P++| » M++ » M + - » w e h a v e : 
( m - i f i f ) 
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FIG. 111-18 Dif. cross-sections for (a) K p ->K p e l a s t i c scattering 
(t>) K+n. -»K°p , K p -»K°n charge exchange , at high 
energies, compared with the simple model of section I I I - U . 
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I n f i g u r e 111-19 we compare t h i s e x p r e s s i o n with the data , and 
the agreement i s not im p r e s s i v e ; the only t h i n g we can say i s t h a t 
\ i 
we c o r r e c t l y p r e d i c t the magnitude of the K +p p o l a r i z a t i o n . 
I n t h i s model we have : 
PV rL. r > 7 - ^  Klt^ 
so, f o r the K~p p o l a r i z a t i o n , we get : 
fi-p = °osHo< M(t) P K + p (111-46) 
Hence, by v a r y i n g oL^it) , the model may be able to account f o r 
K~p p o l a r i z a t i o n as w e l l . So, de s p i t e i t s crudeness, t h i s model i s 
able to account f o r s e v e r a l f e a t u r e s of KN—•> KN e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g . 
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the simple model of section I I I - U . 
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I I I - 5 Conclusions. \ 
\ 
F i r s t of a l l , we should mention t h a t f a c t o r i z a t i o n would 
immediately l e a d to p r e d i c t i o n s ( I I I - 6 ) and (111-24) - f o r v e c t o r 
high energy data f o r t h i s process (e.g. from r e f e r e n c e ^5), at 
~13 GeV/c ) , where the pion exchange i s expected to be s m a l l e s t , 
we see t h a t these p r e d i c t i o n s are no good a t a l l . T h i s observation 
would l e a d to the sad c o n c l u s i o n t h a t the couplings which p r e d i c t i o n s 
( I I I - 6 , Z h ) followed from, are not of u n i v e r s a l v a l i d i t y . But, of 
course, the pion exchange pole i s so c l o s e to the p h y s i c a l region, 
61) 
t h a t i t cannot be assumed 1 • to be n e g l i g i b l e even a t e n e r g i e s 
as high as 13 GeV/c . 
K N — K k , , while having the behaviour of the amplitudes a t t -
channel t h r e s h o l d s and pseudothresholds determined by the chosen 
L o r e n t z - i n v a r i a n t couplings (and t h i s behaviour t u r n s out to be 
the same as suggested by c r o s s i n g matrix or t-channel angular 
momentum c o n s i d e r a t i o n s ) ; 
( i i i ) coupling of the v e c t o r mesons to the NN p a i r of the form 
r e s i d u e s t r u c t u r e of the pion exchange amplitudes (we are u s i n g 
these amplitudes f a r from the t-channel t h r e s h o l d s and 
pseudothresholds ) ; 
and tensor meson exchange only - i n KN—^ K k . Now, l o o k i n g a t 
To conclude, we have shown, t h a t q u i t e simple models 
for KN KN KN, assuming KN K N 
( i ) Strong exchange degeneracy between a l l P cJ, f 
( i i ) magnetic dipole type t r a n s i t i o n a t the N k P v e r t e x f o r 
* 
f o r KN—^ K N, while not c a r i n g much about the 
-.67 -
( i v ) l a r g e P-exchange c o n t r i b u t i o n i n e l a s t i c KN—> KN sca t t e r i n g s , 
are able, to give a s a t i s f a c t o r y o v e r - a l l d e s c r i p t i o n of the d i f . \ 
c r o s s - s e c t i o n s and production d e n s i t y matrix elements over a r a t h e r 
wide range of e n e r g i e s , although t h e r e are a s p e c t s of the data i n 
disagreement with these models, the most s e r i o u s of which seems to be a 
negative P, , for K + n — > K*°p . 
CHAPTER IV 
LOW ENERGY ISOSCALAR KN SCATTERING. 
IV-1 I n t r o d u c t i o n . 
Although much work, both t h e o r e t i c a l and experimental has 
been done J / f towards the understanding of the a c t u a l cause of 
the bumps seen i n the t o t a l K +N c r o s s - s e c t i o n s , (see F i g u r e s I V -
1,2 from r e f e r e n c e s 65) and 70) ) i t i s not c l e a r y et v/hether they 
are to be a s s o c i a t e d with " e x o t i c " resonances or not. For an 
e x c e l l e n t review of the experimental s i t u a t i o n , and a d e s c r i p t i o n 
of s e v e r a l phase s h i f t a n a l y s e s and r e l a t e d work, we r e f e r to Dowell's 
review ; here, we are going to review very b r i e f l y those works 
of most immediate connection to ours. 
I n p a r t i c u l a r , Aaron Amado and S i l b a r ^ , get two h i g h l y 
i n e l a s t i c Z*'s with J P = ,-4- j u s t above the K*N t h r e s h o l d ! 0 2 2 
dri v e d by the r a p i d opening of t h i s channel and a subsequent 
67) 
modified phase s h i f t a n a l y s i s , with some t h e o r e t i c a l input 
( i n e l a s t i c i t y parameters ^ ) from t h a t c a l c u l a t i o n , confirms 
these r e s u l t s , and shows t h a t such resonances would not c o n f l i c t 
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FIG. IV-1 From reference 65). 
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FIG. IV-2 From reference 70). 
Same as i n Figure IV-1 , "but corresponding to the 
1=0 channel. 
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to note that calculations on the same lin e s , show that some \ 
knovm T\-N resonances are drived i n the same way, by the rapid 
opening of the j> and k production channels i n scattering . 
More recently, strong evidence for an e l a s t i c Z Q i n the 
wavej below the K*N threshold (~1.70 GeV ) i s found 6 9 5 
i n Hedegaard-Jensen, Nielsen and Oades's KN scattering calculations 
using p a r t i a l wave dispersion r e l a t i o n s , i n the same fashion as i n 
Tf-N scattering. 
BGRT Collaboration's most recent 1 = 0 phase s h i f t 
analysis ' , has two solutions (C and D, consistent with cex 
polarization) with a large,, highly e l a s t i c , looping counterclockwise 
wave below the K N threshold. I f the favoured solution D i s 
assumed to be resonant, and f i t t e d with a Breit-Wigner form plus a 
quadratic background, the f i t yields a resonance mass of 1.7^ GeV 
( ~1.80 GeV i n the previous BGRT 1= 0 KN phase s h i f t analysis ^ \ 
1.78 GeV i n the P a r t i c l e Data Group tables ^ ) , with a width of 
about 0.3 GeV and an e l a s t i c i t y of x = 0.85. 
The results of many ex i s t i n g phase s h i f t analyses of the 
1 = 1 channel t6k) ^  a r e r a - t n e r inconclusive ; but the clear 
bump i n the 1 = 0 e l a s t i c cross-section at p^rs 0.7 GeV/c (see 
* 
Figure I V - l b ) , and the suspicion that the -exchange i n KN—>K N 
(which i s a 9 times larger e f f e c t i n the 1 = 0 , than i n the I =1 
cross-section) would be responsible 'i^'J f V i a u n i t a r i t y , f o r 
any d u a l i t y breaking effects (see also section IV-6), h i n t that the 
best place to look for any Z 's i s the 1 = 0 channel. I n the 
following, we are going to concentrate on isoscalar KN scattering, 
- 92 -
not only because of the above mentioned reasons, but also because 
of the r e l a t i v e s i m p l i c i t y of t h i s channel : The dominant KnN 
i n e l a s t i c channel (K ^ T \ N may be neglected below b2* 2.0 GeV ) i s 
# 
almost exclusively (~90 %) taken up by K N. So, i n the suspected 
* , 4-
mass region of a possible Z Q (1.7 £ s 2^2.0 GeV ), we have, to a 
good approximation, to deal with a two-channel problem, since the 
narrow K* may be treated as stable without essentially a f f e c t i n g 
r e a l i t y . I n the 1 = 1 channel, not only i s there the additional 
KCk threshold, but also the wider b could less r e a l i s t i c a l l y be 
treated ao stable. 
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IV-2 Philosophy. 
To proceed, we adopt the following philosophy, which has 
been developed by several authors 73)—* 76),78) a g discussed below, 
and i s described i n the following three steps : 
( i ) We s t a r t , by constructing a non-unitary Born approximation for 
the two channel (K +N, K*+N) problem, i n the form of non - d i f f r a c t i v e , 
72) 
high energy, Regge pole amplitudes. Exact d u a l i t y ' , hence strong 
exchange degeneracy w i l l be assumed i n t h i s input stage. Already, 
the work i n chapter I I I provides us with the necessary KN—». KN and 
KN—» K N amplitudes, i n the required form; i n the following section 
we are going to estimate the K N—> K N amplitudes, through SU(6). 
( i i ) We extrapolate our input Regge models down to the K N threshold 
region. Duality i s the guiding p r i n c i p l e , but some care i s required 
since our amplitudes are predominantly r e a l , and i t i s not easy to 
understand how can only two channels contributing, i n our simple 
model, to the u n i t a r i t y sum : 
( o = [K +N-* K N] , I = [K +N-> K*N] ) 
add up to make the second term on the r i g h t hand side of (IV-1) 
constant (The i s the main contributor to I r a T n i while : 
ReTncC s ^ ). However, the success of our models i n chapter I I I 
v 
i n f i t t i n g the data from p L a? 13 GeV/c down: to p L ae 2 GeV/c , 
j u s t i f i e s t h i s extrapolation (the K N threshold i s at p osl./j. GeV/c). 
. 9k -
( i i i ) We i n t e r p r e t these "input" Regge pole amplitudes as K-matrix 
35) elements, and f i n d the unitary, corrected for cuts 
T = K ( I - i j a K ) " 1 = K+i^K-K-j32K'K»K- ... 




Thus, we bu i l d the low energy poraeron, from purely non-diffractive 
73) 
high energy scattering ^ - any t-channel structure found as 
output w i l l be dual to t h i s pomeron. This K-matVix u n i t a r i z a t i o n 
i s what w i l l e f f e c t i v e l y introduce the necessary absorption of Y[-
exchange i n KN—> K N , which, as pointed out at the l a s t subsection 
of section I I I - 3 f was the reason for the small t peaks of K +p—*K* +p 
d i f . cross-section (Fig. 111-13), not described by our input pure 
pole model of section I I I - 3 . One could also hope that the ef f e c t i v e 
cut corrections introduced i n t h i s way might also explain the 
difference i n p olarization between K~p—K*°n and K+n—*» K*°p 
(see seotion I I I - 3 ) i but we do not want to pursue t h i s point fur t h e r . 
E x p l i c i t calculations along the above l i n e s have been 
proved successful i n the past. I n p a r t i c u l a r , Lovelace f i r s t 
i d e n t i f i e d p a r t i a l wave projections of the amplitudes (which 
have poles on the real axis) for the coupled r m , KK system, with 
K-matrix elements, and successfully calculated T \ T \ phase s h i f t s . 
For the 1 = 2 smooth "exotic" channel, the f u l l structure i s 
i r r e l e v a n t , and simpler estimates of the Regge exchanges are equally 
successful. Also, u n i t a r i z i n g Regge amplitudes by the same method, 
he was able to make good few parameter f i t s f o r T\N, KN, RN 
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75) scattering i y ' , On similar ideas, the Schrempp's Fi n i t e Energy 
76) 
Sum Rules (FESR) ' are based : FESR, for pole terms only, are 
wri t t e n for processes i n which both poles and cuts are important, 
where the bare poles are i d e n t i f i e d with K-matrix elements ; then, 
e.g. the K-FESR for the j> -pole exchanged i n T7~p—<>\\ri i s s a t i s f i e d 
77) 
more accurately and more l o c a l l y than the usual FESR. The 
idea of building the Pomeron ( F ) via equation (IV-2), from pure 
Reggeon exchange i s employed i n Drechsler's calculation * ^ , from 
which he gets a resonable output F. Similar ideas are also applied 
i n calculating the F contribution for the K +p channel . 
s p e c i f i c a l l y ^ . 
The important new feature which we have present i n t h i s 
* 
problem, i s large T\ -exchange amplitudes i n the KN—^ K N and 
K N—» K N channels. We shall presently show th a t , i n the 1 = 0 
channel, a l l vector and tensor meson amplitudes v i n KN—> KN and 
» 
KN—> K N may be neglected, to a good approximation, as compared 
with rj-exchange i n KN—» K*N. Guided by t h i s r e s u l t , we sha l l 
* *. 
assume l a t e r that only Vi -exchange i s important for K N—> K N 
as well (we consistently neglect the F as i n p u t ) . This i s the 
decisive s i m p l i f i c a t i o n which allows an analytic solution. For the 
1 = 0 KN—* K*N (see Appendix D-3) and at s 1.83 GeV where 
the amplitudes are to be unitarized, the model developed i n section : 
I I I - 3 predicts the r a t i o of r\ -exchange (111-18) to M-exchange 
amplitude (111-30) to be |n/M| ~ 7 at t = -0.05 GeV2 f a l l i n g to 
J T ] / H J fit 2 at t = -0.5 GeV2. So, i t i s an excellent approximation, 
especially a f t e r p a r t i a l wave projection, to r e t a i n only the T f -
exchange amplitude as far as the low energy, 1 = 0 K production 
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i s concerned. To see that M-exchange amplitudes i n KN e l a s t i c 
scattering are very small as compared with the ry-exchange ones " 
* + i n K production, i t suffices to observe that the r a t i o of K 
cex cross-sections 5*f)»55)i80) ^  t Q n o n _ c e x ^* production cross-
sections ^t 1) t ^ 2) ,/f5)—> 50) (^.dominated), i s about 1/5 for small t . 
More q u a n t i t a t i v e l y , the model amplitudes (II1-37) for K N — K N 
constructed i n section 111-4, together with the TJ -exchange 
amplitude (111-18) for K production, predict the r a t i o of the 
real part of T\-exchange to n o n - f l i p ( f l i p ) meson exchange amplitudes 
to be about ^H*-5 1^-10 
M
+ + I M+-
at t = -0.05 GeV2 , f a l l i n g 
to about | ^ - 2.5 { - j j ^ ^ 2 J at t=-0.5 GeV2,, for the 1 = 0 
channel and at s^ = 1.83 GeV. Figure IV-3 demonstrates these 
r e s u l t s . On the same fig u r e , we also plot the r a t i o of the r e a l 
part of the y\ -exchange amplitude to i t s imaginary p a r t , 
, to demonstrate that especially a f t e r p a r t i a l wave projection, 
Im H 
i t may be considered as r e a l , to a good approximation. We w i l l 
i d e n t i f y with K^ * matrix elements the real parts of the r\ -
exchange p a r t i a l wave amplitudes 9 Re TJ1** , but numerically l ^ l ^ ^ J 
are checked to be l i t t l e d i f f e r e n t , so l i t t l e or no ambiguity i n 












Ren Reir Ren as explained in FIG. IV-3 The ratios M M Imn ++ 
section IV-2 , for 1=0 and at 8=1.8.3 GeV. 
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IV-3 Model for the K*N—» K*N channel. 
• # 
U n i t a r i t y couples i n the channel K N — K N , and i t 
turns out that i t i s important i n determining the properties of 
the e l a s t i c KN scattering output i n our model. We can again 
have T\t M, fi? exchanges i n the t-channel, but we need only 
be concerned with X\ -exchange, since we neglect a l l d i f r a c t i v e 
amplitudes i n the input, and guided by the KN—^» K N r e s u l t s , we 
assume that a l l vector and tensor meson exchanges may be neglected 
aG compared to the Tj-exchange. We proceed as i n chapter I I I , 
and using Lagrangians ( I I I - 1 / f , 20) (which are essentially unique), 
we calculate i n Appendix C-2 tho following t-channel Born h o l i c i t y 
amplitudes for pseudoscalar meson exchange i n K N—* K N : 
' ^ a , , ^ ^ ' - 1 ' ^ ' i S ^ M i ( i v - 3 > 
where C = 1(2) for e l a s t i c (cex) scattering (see Appendix D-3). 
We can confirm which amplitudes are non-vanishing by simple t-channel 
angular momentum-parity considerations. Analogously to (111-17), 
we .reggeize (IV-3) by the su b s t i t u t i o n : 
As with. (111-17), there may be some ambiguity as", far as the scaling. 
* 
constant i s concerned ; we again choose here the \ K mass, M . 
1 ^5) 
Note, that here the evasive pion (oct J J l ) i s required by 
u n i t a r i t y and a n a l y t i c i t y - otherwise we would get s-channel p-waves 
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not vanishing at threshold . Taking again the value of the residue ^ 
at t = 0 we end up with the following non vanishing t-channel \ 
h e l i c i t y amplitude (no nucleon f l i p allowed) : 
(IV-5) 
where : -see (111-19)-
(IV-6) 
Thus, our proceedure s t a r t i n g with elementary p a r t i c l e exchange, 
was able to determine the awkward K N — K N channel from the 
measurable KN—^ K N scattering i n terms of one parameter, namely 
the r a t i o of coupling constants 6K*K*^ /%K*^ • This parameter 
may be determined by SU(6) to be 81) 
^ r 
(IV -7 ) 
and i n the approximation M s , v/e get 
0 ^ ^ f (IV-8) 
- I In t h i s case, < reggeize by : Mtf* } m- - t one would 
have to introduce the proper threshold behaviour, v/hen required, by 
hand. We have checked that - providing the constant ^ remains the 
same - t h i s would not a l t e r q u a l i t a t i v e l y our results i n section 
IV-it (but would lead to a somehow l i g h t e r Z* ). 
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In the following table IV-1, we summarize the no n - d i f f r a c t i v e , pure 
pole, high energy t-channel pion exchange amplitudes, which, i f 
extrapolated to low energy, dominate the KN—> K*N and K*N—> K*N 
processes near the K*N threshold for 1 = 0 . 
T A B L E IV-1 
I T * . *ML a i i £ ! * ' / i f 
/ 
So 
f - € 5 
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IV-k Phase s h i f t s . 
As explained i n section IV-2, we now imagine the 
» 
input amplitudes, i n table IV-1, being extrapolated near the K N 
threshold. Since we sha l l presently need the s-channel p a r t i a l waves, 
we now have to cross these low energy, t-channel amplitudes i n t o the 
s-channel. Luckily enough, the l i m i t s of the crossing angles ( F - l l ) 
for our processes, as q-* 0 ( s ^ ^ * 1.83, K*N threshold) are very 
simple - see equations (E-3,*t) - and the crossing matrices (F-10) 
# # # 
corresponding to KN—* K N and K N—* K N take very simple forms. 
I n Appendix E we summarize the simple algebraic calculation leading 
to the s-channel amplitudes (E-5 f6), at the K N threshold. Note that 
a l l of the f l i p s-channel amplitudes (E-5,6) vanish i d e n t i c a l l y i n 
the forward di r e c t i o n (x=cos Q =1) as they should do (conservation o:f 
5 
angular momentum), because of the properties of the crossing matrix. 
We sha l l then extrapolate these amplitudes s l i g h t l y (efl50 MeV) above 
and below the K N threshold - 1.7 ^ . s 2 ^ 2.0 GeV i s the region of 
in t e r e s t to us, as discussed i n the introduction of t h i s chapter -
3 m2 
where we have q q» Since the p a r i t y conserving (s-channel) 
p a r t i a l wave amplitudes (pcpwa) come out to contain only alternate 
powers of q, we can achieve further great s i m p l i f i c a t i o n at no loss, 
by working to lowest order i n q consistent with the proper threshold 
behaviour - (F-2/j-) - that our p a r i t y conserving p a r t i a l wave 
amplitudes should enjoy. To lowest order i n q - see (E-8,9|10) -
the K*N—> K*N are r e a l , G O there i s no ambiguity as far as t h e i r 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n as K-matrix elements i s concerned, while, as.explained 
at the end of section IV-2 we s h a l l associate v/ith K-matrix elements 
the r e a l parts of KN—> K N input amplitudes. 
The next step i s to f i n d the p a r t i a l wave projections 
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(F-18) of the low energy s-channel amplitudes (E-5,6) and construct 
the corresponding pcpwa (F-23). This i s also done i n Appendix E ;'the 
square root factors of the d-functions nicely cancel the square 
root factors multiplying our amplitudes (E-5,6), so we are r e f t with 
integrals over polynomials i n x. We then construct our pcpwa, which 
come out to have the correct threshold behaviour (F-2*f), and t h i s 
provides a good, chock of t h i s calculation, and a check for the s e l f -
consistency of t h i s model as a whole, since i t was a completely 
n o n - t r i v i a l thing to happen! We then i n t e r p r e t these amplitudes as 
K-matrix elements, a f t e r removing t h e i r e x p l i c i t threshold factors 
- see (E-12—^15) - since the K-matrix elements (F-22) should not 
have any threshold branchpoints on the real axis. 
We can now immediately obtain the expressions for the KN 
isoscalar phase s h i f t s , i n s e r t i n g (E-12—> 15) i n t o (F-22), and 
P I * ' 
using (F-21). For J = (S^ and P^  waves) we get for q> 0 
(above the K N threshold ) : 
cotS 5: , _ 
i = f, r - i r r ( i v - i o ) 
Continuation below the K N threshold i s by q — * i | q | . For 
P 
J = •—• ( P^ and waves) the inversion of the /fx^ matrix leads 
X 4 "\ 
to much move involved formulas, which we do not write down, bv^t 
d i r e c t l y input i n t o a small program to compute the corresponding 
Argand plots of figure IV-Zf. 
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From (IV-9,10) we see that we can never have an 
resonance i n t h i s model, but the PQ^ wave may contain an elastic' 
* 4-+ resonance below the K N threshold, i f i s such that the 
quadratic equation 
(IV-11) 
has a solution for |q|> 0. With our parameters l i s t e d i n table IV-1 
* P 1 + 4-we get a ZQ with J = at s|j = mR = 1.778 GeV (as i t has 
already become clear, we define the resonance mass as the energy 
at which cotS for the coresponding wave becomes zero ) ; the 
< coresponding width (defined as ^1/2 = -1/ ( c o t ^ 1 ) ' % \ ) 
tC 0 6 s Sp 
i s T R = 0.^05 QeV. From (E-13c) and (E-10) we see that the mass 
of t h i s resonance does not depend on the constant sQ , i n the 
determination of which we had some ambiguity (difference i n slope 
between K p — K p and K p—*• K p - see Tast subsection of 
section IV-3 )> but i t c r u c i a l l y depends - through >^ - on the 
strength of T|-exchange i n K N — K N which we believe to have 
determined unambiguously ) , and of course, on the SU(6) prediction 
(IV-7) for the r a t i o Sj^g*^ /%K*^ * which may be considered as a 
quasi-free parameter i n our model. 
I n figure IV-^a we p l o t the p a r t i a l wave amplitudes 
^01 P03 ^03 ' besides the large resonant P^^ wave, two other 
charachteristic features of t h i s model are apparent, namely a l l 
phase s h i f t s are small near the K N threshold, and a l l our waves 
10*1 
B6RT K N only K N and KnN 
I • Ol 1 01 
J 
0 Ol 
p 03 03 • 
ft 
( 
D 0 3 \ T 
(b) (c) (a 
FIG. IV-U Comparison between: 
(a) 1=0 KN phase s h i f t s calculated as described in section 
•TV-h , from a K-matrix model ( reference points at \/s=1700, 
1820, 1827, I83O, 1950 MeV ) . 
(b) Same as i n (a) , but arbitrary i n e l a s t i c i t y parameters have 
been introduced, as explained i n section IV-^ . 
(c) Phase s h i f t s of the BGRT-D (Sens 7) \ solution, as described 
i n section IV-1 , from reference 70) (reference points at: 
Vs"=i700, I7U7, 179^, 18^0, I887, 1932, 1977 MeV ) . j 
1 
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are negative below t h i s threshold. Considering the crudeness of t h i s 
model, we can say that the agreement of i t s q u a l i t a t i v e features 
with the prefered solution D of the recent BGRT phase s h i f t analysis 
70) 
of the 1 = 0 KN el a s t i c channel ' - shown for comparison i n 
figure IV-^c, see also the introduction to t h i s chapter - i s rather 
good. Of course, i t i s not safe to extrapolate the present model 
* i much below the K N threshold (say, below = 1.7 GeV ) , but 
we may well suspect that our picture would lead to negative 1 = 0 
scattering lengths for S Q 1 and , as suggested i n reference 70). 
The f i t i n chapter I I I indicated that the pion, which 
i s exchanged i n K N — K N , does not have an exchange degenerate 
partener (o.g. a B) ; i f i t had, we would not be able to f i t J*QQ • 
* » 
What would the effect of such an object, exchanged i n K N — K N, 
be on our r e s u l t s , stated above ? The answer i s , none i n t h i s model 
- providing that the constant >^ , determining the over-all strength 
of T|+B exchange, remains the same - because, as we can see from 
(E-7b) and (E-10) , the pion signature factor does not contribute, 
2 * * 
i n lowest order i n q , to the real parts of the K N — K N amplitudes : 
I f we assume that for some reason there i s , a f t e r a l l , B exchange 
i n KN—K*N , then i t s e f f e c t would only a f f e c t the Z* width 
i n t h i s model, since because of the ( i n e l a s t i c ) kinematics the pion 
* signature factor contributes to the KN—^ K N amplitudes to lowest 
order i n q 2 - see (E-7a,8,9) - . 
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What about any uncorrelated Kv\ production ? We can 
q u a l i t a t i v e l y feel i t s e f f e c t by introducing f i c t i c i o u s i n e l a s t i c i t y 
parameters : ( W Q C I 1.57 GeV ) 
l ^ ' f s ^ - H / o J ( 1 v-13) 
\ 
and put : 
I n figure IV-/fb we i l l u s t r a t e the results of t h i s calculation 
(the parameters n^ ' have been chosen a r b i t r a r i l y ) , and i t i s 
apparent, that appart from the i n e l a s t i c i t y introduced, the 
qu a l i t a t i v e features of our model remain unchanged (but a l l our 
amplitudes become non-zero at q = 0). 
» 
As explained i n section IV-1, i n t h i s model we treated K 
as stable ; we may give i t width v i a the easy prescription : 
J "'W'*••> ^ (IV"15) 
but i t i s checked that no essential change i s made, because of the 
smallneee of i t s width, as argued i n the introduction of t h i s chapter. 
I n p a r t i c u l a r , a l l our waves become non-zero but very small at q = Q, 
that i s , the dip i n our t o t a l 1 = 0 KN cross-section at K N 
threshold persists. We may suspect that the negl'ected meson 
exchanges i n KN—» KN could have f i l l e d the dip, as well as any 
uncorrelated Kfl production, as explained above. 
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IV- An alternative unitarization technique. 
An alternative method to unit a r i z e our input p a r t i a l 
wave amplitudes, "but with not so clear a physical meaning, would 
be to i t e r a t e the p a r t i a l wave u n i t a r i t y equations (F-19)i Using 
non-unitary input amplitudes very much si m i l a r to the'ones employed 
i n the previous section, we have found that i t e r a t i o n of the system 
of p a r t i a l wave u n i t a r i t y equations (F-19) for the coupled channels 
KN , KN—^ K*N , K*N-» K*N , may r e s u l t i n unitary output 
i s o s c a l a r e l a s t i c KN scattering amplitudes with resonance-like 
behaviour for certain p a r t i a l waves. No pa r t i c u l a r model for the 
K N—> K N channel i s required, but these amplitudes follow i n 
terras of those for KN-^> KN and KN—^ K*N by solving the . 
u n i t a r i t y equations and i t e r a t i n g the solutions. The J = 3/2 
waves prefer to show counterclockwise slow movement i n t h e i r Argand. 
plot i n t h i s model, and i f they are interpreted as resonating, they 
* 
would suggest resonance masses much.above the K N threshold. 
In figure IV -5 , we present a sample r e s u l t of t h i s 
calculation. I n (a) we show the J = 3/2 wave for the i s o s c a l a r 
K N — K N channel ; the input i s a reggeized pion i n the t-channel 
f _p 
with slope ot n = 1 GeV , and the output unitary wave i s not 
P ^ 
much different. The output e l a s t i c J = w a v e s i n (b) show 
a resonance-like behaviour, although the effect i s very small. 
We do not want to persue t h i s discussion further, since 
t h i s calculation has met with several " t e c h n i c a l " problems, e s p e c i a l l y 




0\ .05 o u t p u t 
J = 3/2 








FIG. IV-5 Argand diagrams of the J = 3/2 partial wave, calculated 
from the iterative model outlined in section IV-5 for: 
(a) Input^pion exchange, and unitarized output for the 1=0 
KN-* K N channel (reference points at: \JW= 18^0, 1932, 
2022, 2109, 2193, 2271* MeV). 
(h) Unitary output for the 1=0 KN elastic channel ( reference 
points at: \fs"= 1932, 2022, 2109 , 2193, 227U, 2353, &50 MeV). 
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IV - 6 Conclusions. 
Y/e have shown that the current ideas of exchange degeneracy 
If N 
and approximate duality can accommodate a Z Q direct channel 
resonance i n the 1 = 0 K+N system, with the experimentally favoured P 1 r* quantum numbers (JT =-^ - , m = 1.778 GeV 1 = 0./f05 GeV ) , i n 
contrast with Aaron's calculations 66),67)^ which would rather 
favour S and D wave resonances, and i n agreement with dispersion 
re l a t i o n calculations 69) The magnitude of -exchange i n 
K N — K N , adjusted by SU ( 6 ) , was the c r u c i a l factor to produce 
a Pq^  resonance, and make S Q 1 and waves negative below the 
K*N threshold. 
This object ZQ w i l l be dual • , v i a u n i t a r i t y , to T J -
exchange i n KN-> K*N and K*N-^ K*N , and w i l l break the 
duality scheme to the same extent as the pion cannot be accommodated 
within i t . Schematically, we would have the following inconsistency 
In K+N- KN assume : 
come 
to conclude 
that t h i s sum 
.was not zero 
u n i t a r i t y 
1! 
J then, get exd : f + A 2= uS +f> = 2M 
f come to K T N — K N, 
J where v/e have 
J*M + exchanges 
ti 
the most obvious remedy to which would be to assume that equality ( d ) , 
duality, i s only an approximate one, as everybody would have expected! 
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Needless to say that there i s no reason either theoretical 
or experimental to assume that a l l possible physical p a r t i c l e states 
are qq or qqq (qqq) combinations, other than the pr i n c i p l e of 
maximal s i m p l i c i t y - again an approximate one ! 
\ 
\ 
A P P E N D I X A 
CHARGE ASYMMETRY AND THE YUTA-OKUBO FORMULA 
\ 
Consider the decay R — » n +n"n° ; the polar coordinates 
r , 0 i n the usual Dalitz plot are defined by: 
T. »•§• . T± = §[i+f^(^7Q)l <*-*> 
where T n i s the ki n e t i c energy of F I n and Q t ^ - ^ ^ ( m R ( m n ^ l s t h e 
resonance (pion) mass} The "Cartesian" coordinates x,y are usually 
defined as: x = ( T + - T j / 0 . / 5 , y=TQ/Q (A-2> 
Let N +(N_) be the number of events with x>6 (x<o). Then we define 
the charge asymmetry i n the Dal i t z plot by: 
JV+-JV. (A-3) 9 N N 
F I G . A-1 
We now want to estimate the magnitude of the charge asymmetry, 
which might appear i n the Da l i t z plot for the decay R-^ T7+TT~n0 , 
when R i s produced i n nN—>RB, caused by interference between the 
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R-decay signal and some coherently added 3 H background. 
We write : 
where w=( p +p +p ) 2 (p i s the momentum of V\n). mn and H, are the 
+ • • 0 1 1 . i \ J\ 
mass and width of the resonance R, M=MS« MD where Mg represents the 
amplitude T \ N — > RB for R-production, while MD i s the amplitude for 
the R-decay, R — > V " ^ " ^ 0 * t n e background B may be thought of 
as being separated into a charge symmetric ( B + ) and a charge 
asymmetric ( B _ ) part, that i s B = B ++B_ > . 
For the t o t a l cross-section i n the region of R we have: 
1^  " * 
(A -5 ) 
(Fr . i i s that part of the phase space which remains i f we leave {a,b,...j 
out the da, db,... integrations). Supposing now that R i s s u f f i c i e n t l y 
narrow, we can: (a) approximate M and B by t h e i r mean values H and 
B, over F{w^j, and (b) approximate N 
to get: 
cr = 2n & * 2£ r R % ( B N \ ^ (a-6) 
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For the cross-sections associated with events with x ^ o we have: 
so for the charge asymmetry we get: 
(A-7) 
( A - 8 ) 
To get the maximum asymmetry which may be produced by t h i s mechanism, 
we put: ( i ) sin&=l (which means that a l l of the background can int e r f e r e 
PC 
with the R-6ignal, that i s , a l l . of i t i s i n the same J state as R; 
see Appendix B) and ( i i ) B_=B ( a l l of the background i s i n a charge 
asymmetric s t a t e ) . So: 
(A -9 ) 
Let 0" n( O^,) be the cross-sections associated with the R-signal 
(background), and the 3T\ inv. mass region oyer which R i s 
observed ( i n general, bkmR^ >> Vp) ; we then estimate': 




( A - l l ) 
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BO for we estimate: max 
'A 
(A-12), Yuta -Okubo formula 
Note, that i t i s possible to have negligible asymmetry i n the 
background, as i t iB experimentally observed 1 0 ^ and at the same 
time B*B«. , because: 
so 
* 6 a , 3lg>,Ufe-) (A-13) 
so o(fl can be small i n the following cases: 
A P P E N D I X B 
PARTIAL WAVE ANALYSIS OF A 2-^3 PROCESS AND INTERFERING 2->J+ 
AMPLITUDES . 
Consider the process ab-^123> where p a r t i c l e s 1,2,3» are 
spinless; we s t a r t from r e l a t i o n (2/f) of reference 21), which for 
three spinless p a r t i c l e s 1,2,3* i n t h e i r centre of mass frame reads : 
L J 
(B - l ) 
momentum state of the three spinless p a r t i c l e s ; J i s the t o t a l ang. 
momentum, while j i s the ang. momentum of the 1,2 system. 
the most general state vector we may construct for the three p a r t i c l e s 
1,2,3* For the explanation of the meaning of a l l other symbols, 6ee 
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reference 21). From ( B - l ) , we get: 
(B-2) 
On the other hand we know how to construct the two-particle h e l i c i t y 
states |ab^ ( e.g. reference 22) ) ; we have ( J*"*/j£ ~J?I ) ' 
(B-3) 
We now combine (B-2) and (B-3) ( \ Z y t a X ) = ^ab | T | 123^ ) 
3*# 
putting the ab system on the z-axis ( @, (0,0,0) =• % , ) 
H'f. J *f-
and using ang. momentum conservation ^ J£ J£ j*Tj 3/A j ^  *1 ^  s 
= ^jy J • t 0 Set: 
CB-4) 
which may serve as a " p a r t i a l wave" analysis of a 2—=» 3 amplitude ; 
note that i n (B-4) J i s a r b i t r a r y , while from 9 , @ only two 
are independent. 
We may now show e x p l i c i t l y , that two i n t e r f e r i n g amplitudes 
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of the type should necessarily have 
c 
rence gives a non-vanishing contribution i n the D a l i t z plot d i s t r i -
bution for • 
resonant ) . 
p 
p a r t i c l e s 1,2,3. i n the same J state, i n order that t h e i r i n t e r f e -
the decay R — > 123 (when i n one of them the state J P i s 
F i r s t , consider the 2—=^ 2 problem, and suppose ( j^^j*.-^ , 
b d 
Then for the interference terra contributing to the d i f . cross-section 
. , which may be thought of as being partly equivalent to a D a l i t z -
plot distribution for the 2—> 3 problem we have: 
which i n general does not vanish, while we have : 
(B-7) 
V/e now show that t h i s i s not the case for the interference 
term contributing to a Dalitz-plot d i s t r i b u t i o n . We f i r s t reduce 
the 2—> 1+ problem to a 2—>3 problem; for, i f the .process ab—•> cl23 
i s dominated by Regge exchanges i n the be channel, and i t i s periphe 
r a l i n t = (p^-P c ) » the system (be) may be considered as a quasi-
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p a r t i c l e b , with m^* = t 
3 
9— 3 
Qo A:o 11% C/A 
p 
Indeed, i n the cO experiment, v/e have = 7.84GeV , v/hile the d i f . 
2 2 
cross-section decreases approximately from 2 mb/GeV to .2 mb/GeV 
2 2/f) 
i n the i n t e r v a l 0.0 = t ^ -0.6 GeV , so the separation of 
a,b i s much larger than that of b,c. One thus may hope, that the 
i 
extrapolation of the proper ab — 1 2 3 amplitude to values 
ra^v£ -.6GeV w i l l not sp o i l i t s properties. I f we now have (using'. 
(B- l f ) ) 
J i 
6 
( i = l , 2 , « JA. - L4. , s=( Pa+Pjj ) ) , the interference 
i n t e g r a l on the Dal i t z plot w i l l be: 
g^j 0 0 ^s'*'w ^ s > x ^ 0 ( B - 9 ) 
and i t e x p l i c i t l y vanishes unless = , Q.E.D. 
We can now t r i v i a l l y make the above formalism to conserve 
parity. F i r s t , i n constructing the | 123^ st a t e s , we may use the 
re l a t i o n ; 
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and i n s e r t i t to (B-2), i n order to transform from a ( j , J ) representa-
tion to a ) representation ( j i s the ang. momentum of p a r t i c l e 
"3" with respect to the "12" system ) , which i s i d e n t i c a l l y parity 
22) 
conserving. On the other hand, we know 'how to construct parity 
i 
eigenstates for the two-body ab system i n i t s centre of mass. So, 
we may construct parity conserving p a r t i a l wave amplitudes (pcpwa), 
connecting states of definite j j ' (and therefore of definite p a r i -
. p i ty ) , of the 123 system with states of definite J of the ab system. 
I t i s then clear, that i n order that the interference i n t e g r a l be 
i 
non-zero, the i n t e r f e r i n g states should have the same both J and j 




TABLE B-1 : Anq. mom-parity of 3TT states 
— 1 >^ J+J^4 
| j - J l*J * j * j ' 
p=(-Dj+j/+1 
0 + 1" 2 + 3" 
0" 1+ 2" 3 + er 
f 0"1"2" 1 + 2 + 3 + 2" 3" 17 
2" 1 + 2 + 3 + 0 T 2 ~ 3 ~ / T 







A P P E N D I X C 
CALCULATION OF SOME FEYNMAN DIAGRAMS. 
C - l . Vector meson exchange i n Q~r+—> Q""^ * 
We calculate the vector meson exchange Born terms i n a 
0 ~ y * " — 0 " ^ process (e.g. L production), using the couplings: 
ox \p-
It 
F I G . C-1 
(MO i » ^ V , W v ? I ( ? ^ t f \ (ni-i) 
r 
( i ) t-channel amplitudes ( 0"0~—> XT ^*) 






-|- p a r t i c l e ' s momentum l i e s on the positive 
z-direction - hence, we have ^ c = s ^ 1 , 
= - s a (s.^ are the spin-projections 
and r ^ are the h e l i c i t i e s ; i n the main . 
text we always l a b e l h e l i c i t i e s by the 
name of the corresponding p a r t i c l e ) , so 
for \ ) we w i l l have to use expression 
(D-lb) of Appendix D with - i 
O 
1 , so " e f f e c t i v e l y " 
s & = . Using (111-1,2), for the t-channel scattering amplitude 
we have: (k=P a+P c=P b+P d) 
( C - l ) 
Now the term v/ith vanishes since i t contains 
A^.1* t j c v ^ x ^  W k = O (see Appendix D-2), and putting 
q=P b-P d ( 1 = V*d = 2 ?b> W e g e t : 
( H l - 3 ) 
For the Schwinger - Ra r i t a spinors, we have (e.g. reference 2 ) ) » 




(The Clebsch-Gordon coeficient <^=j i n (C-2b), i s the -^L- which 
w i l l f i n a l l y appear i n the Stodoleky -Sakurai r e l a t i o n ) . 
Since we have the p a r t i c l e on the z-axis, we can put (see, e.g. 











so, looking at Appendix D-2, and figure C=2, we have: 
r * • O A »\>o ( c _ 4a) 
pb|' | pd| ' a^*e t h e ^ e n S t n s o f t h e t-chanhel CM 
3-momenta, and 8 t i s the t-channel scattering angle. Now, ( I I I - 3 ) 
reads : 
T 4 - ^ ^ M ^ i f j t e h ^ ...1 (C-5a) 
It) 
4 1 V? «v£~t 
We nov/ calculate Wlf , looking at Appendix (D-l) : 
" M n i C E ^ ^ ( E c t ^ fyj cc-6> 
Hat denotes " a n t i p a r t i c l e " Paul! spinor; we next define : 
a ± = t-(m b±m d) 2 , b ± = t-(m a±m c) 2 (C-7) 
hence: 
(C-8) 





So, we end up with : 
I . H = / i J L = O 2. 2 I o. n 
(C-9) 
[ o = - i * (C-lOa) 
(C-lOb) 
2.1 
^ ^ , i r - , 
( C - l l ) 
33 
» 
^' q>(*A> (111-4,5) 




have (e.g. reference 22), page 175 ) : 
(here, we have : 
hi 




( o V - > o- f + ) 
Arranging our momenta as i n 
figure C-3» and proceeding as 




where now Pa• P c » » a r e the.s-channel CM momenta,and. 0= 0s i s the 
s-channel scattering angle. 
We now calculate W1X., using (D-la) and (D-2a), w i t h : 
% - o 1 (G-15a) for p a r t i c l e c 
% - (C-15b) for p a r t i c l e a 
where, using : 
4 (0-16) 
(C-17) 
we can put : 
- 128 - i 
(C-18) 
(C-19) 
Using (C-15), we f i n d : 
*• *• 1 2. » / "2. (C-20a) 
(C-20b) 
and the signs come out correctly, as expected from p a r i t y conservation. 
Putting : 
we end up with : 
l i s = <?Xij. p A vO-^co«,o)cose ( I 1 I - 7 a ) 2 X 2 1 
(C-21) 
- T . i | = fS Til = p ( J - D - 2 D c o ^ ) s i , l ( I I W b ) 
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As a check of our r e s u l t s , we v e r i f y the r e l a t i o n 
• From (III-Zf,5) we have: 
i f r T . fl^j^f [(«,.«.)*-1] 
while from ( I I I - 7 ) we get: 
where, we used (C-12). Substituting for cos0s , 
we can v e r i f y , t h at: 
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C-2 Pseudoscalar meson exchange i n 0 ~ ( l " ) $ +—» 
Here, v/e want to calculate the contribution of the 
pseudoscalar meson exchange Born term to the t-channel h e l i c i t y 
amplitudes for 0"V"—» l " ^ and l " ^ + — * 1~£+ processes. 




Putting our momenta as shown i n figure 
C-5, again, we e f f e c t i v e l y have ^ i = s i 
everywhere. Lagrangian (C-25) i s the 
same as ( I I I - 2 ) , but now only one of 
the pseudoscalar masons i s external, 




Couplings (C-25) and (111-14) lead t o : 
(c-26) 
and, c l e a r l y , T ± 1. ^ a^ c=0 , since . £(il) has neither 0 nor 3 
component - (C-3) - and p^ i s on the z-axis; on the other hand : 
(C-27) (look at (C-7,8) ) 
We now calculate *M» (see Appendix D-l; i n our representation, 
according to reference 58), we have Y5 = Yo Xl ^ 2 $3 = ( T Q J ' 
P a = -Pc = P, ma = m c = m , E a = E c = E ="5" ) : 
o ^ 
i. O 
A A I 
cr 
2 ^ v ^ v (C-28) 
A J 
where we have found 'X'XA, u s i n s t h e expressions for the Pauli 
spinors given i n Appendix D-2, since i t i s invariant under rot a t i o n s . 
So, we end up w i t h : 
V (C-29) 
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I t may be checked that these amplitudes obey the correct p a r i t y r e l a t i o n s . 
(11) l V 
0" 
FIG. C-6 
* - i $ Pt ^ Ki ""-so) 
(111-14) 
V/e again put everything as i n figure C-5i but now p a r t i c l e b, which 
momentum l i e s on the negative z-direction, i s an l " p a r t i c l e , so we 
have to put = -s^. We have : 
(C-30) 
where we used (D-8) and (C-28). Now we can immediately see that 
T00; W = T01; V * c " T 1 0 ; ^ a % = 0 s i n c e ^-aad £ ( Q ) h a V e 
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z-components only. Using (C-3) to calculate the t r i p l e product, we end 
up with : 
"1 
and these amplitudes obey the correct p a r i t y relations 
- 13U -
C-3 Vector meson exchange I n 0"*-£* — » l ~ j r + 
We calculate the t-channel Born h e l i c i t y amplitudes f or 
vector meson exchange i n 0~^+—-> 1~£+, for two d i f f e r e n t £+'3r+l~ 
couplings, and for our standard l " l ~ 0 ~ coupling : 
(111-20) 
(I11-21) 
( I I I - 2 1 a ) 
FIG. C-7 
Our conventions are , c l a r i f i e d i n figure C-5; again everywhere we 
e f f e c t i v e l y have = s^ . 
( i ) Use (111-21) 
From (111-20) and (111-21) we get : 
%>1X - -
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Now l/W- 16 a s c a l a r , and we evaluate 
on the p o s i t i v e z - d i r e c t i o n ( p & = -p" 
given i n Appendix D-l f o r the P a u l i 
(look a t (C-10) ). 
Using (D-8), (C-32) now r e a d s : 
i t i n a frame i n which p l i e s 
a 
) so, we may use the expressions 
spinors. We immediately f i n d : 
So we see that no h e l i c i t y f l i p i s allowed at the ac vertex, and that 
—*> 
T~ ~ <\ =0 since £V- N has only z-component i n our frame ( but 
€ * ( i l ) = +-p=i - (C-3) - )• Looking at (C-7,8) we end up with : 
y )I2 
Parity relations check. 
^ 
\ 
( i i ) Use I I I - 2 1 a 
Next, we couple (111-20) with ( I I I - 2 1 a ) to get : 
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(C-36) 
Where we used (D-8), since ^^y.^0 a lf-vector. Again, we have 
T 0.,^ ae^ c = 0, since €^QJ has only z-component, with the conventions 
on figure C-5; for the remaining amplitudes, we have : 
(C-37) 






-a. -» ~\ 
—* —• ~ (c-38) 
Using the i d e n t i t y 
cr- 9 <? • <X 3*' ^  k —> (C-39) 
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and the expressions for V , "Li. i n Appendix D-l we f i n d : 
.... -a i v t « * T (c-
To calculate I^J^ ~ ^^Ol^A ' W e h a V e t 0 U S G t h e r o t a t e d 
Pauli spinors ( since t h i s q u a l i t y i s not a scalar ) : 
v - (C-41) 
and €f *« • ft ( for the d e f i n i t i o n of the angle 0, see 
_ f [a Si 
[ o l ] 
figure C-5 : 0= T\- 0 t > J we f i n d : 
Already, these r e l a t i o n s guarantee that our amplitudes do have the 
correct properties under p a r i t y transformation; putting together (C-if2, 




A P P E N D I X D 
SOME USEFUL RELATIONS 
D-l D l r a c s p i n o r s . 
V/e have * ^ ) . (p* (E) i s the 3-raomentum (energy) of the 
Fermion of mass M, p = |p| $ ^ - ^ x °^ ) 
(D - l a ) 
To get "up" ("dovm") s t a t e f o r a 





To get "up" ("down") s t a t e f o r 
an " a n t i p a r t i c l e " , put : 
1 
4-
A 1 - -» A 1 
(D-2b) 
- iko -
Normalization ( ^ " ^ ^'Y ~ 
So, i f we want to normalize to 2M, 
we have to choose : 
\ 
- l U i -
P-2 An i d e n t i t y 
We want to evaluate 
(D-6) 
where 6v. u~v' i s the f u l l y antisymmetric t e n s o r of fourth rank, p and 
P c are 4-momenta (and we are i n the a-c c e n t r e of mass frame), and p^,€ 
may be any i f - v e c t o r s . F i r s t , observe t h a t 
1/ 
Now w r i t e : 
hence, i n S^CS^) n e i t h e r k, nor y-c can be equal to zero, so we can put 
p* = — P * i so S, = S_ = 0, according to (D - 7 ) . On the other hand, i n .a c x c. 1 
i 
S , one of the k,j*. must be equal to zero, so write\ : 
5 " $ " ^ ^ 7 i v 
•f- o 
(E_ + E t 2 ) 
i f a 
I n a-c CM frame 
- 1*3 -
P-3 I s o s p i n c o n s e r v a t i o n i n KN s c a t t e r i n g 
Consider a process of the type KN—> K'N,where 
K = K, K, K For the e l a s t i c " and cex channels we have 
( fig.D - 1 ) : 
K P K p K p 
K + K K K X X s s n 
FIG. D-1 
)pp> = 2~*( \10> + ) 0 0 > ) \ * l p ) > = J l - 1 ^ (D-9a) 
|K"K'+^ = 2~* ( \ l O > + \ 0 0 > ) \K"K'0^ = \ l - l ^ > (D-9b) 
So, f o r the t-channel " e l a s t i c " a n d charge exchange amplitudes, we 
have : 
T ( t ) = ^ T I t =1 + ^ . T I t =0 . T ( t ) = =1 • ( D _ 1 0 ) 
Hence, f o r e l a s t i c K N — ^ KN s c a t t e r i n g , we have : 
T ( t ) - O-A 
A c e x - J A 2 ( D - l l a ) 
T ^ j 0 = ^ ( J 3 - A 2 ) + *(u»-f) + ( D - l l b ) 
while f o r KN—> K*N : 
- lkh -
T ( t ^ = TT + p-A. (D-12a) cex * J 2 
T e l } = i T T + ^ ( J " A 2 ) + *(°°- f> (D-I2b) 
For the s-channel amplitudes, we have (e.g. r e f e r e n c e 60), page 
240 ) : 
T 1 * = 0 = T ( f ) - 2 T ( B > (D-13a) e l cex 
T I s = 1 = T (, s ) (D-13b) e l 
0 
- 1U5 -
TABLE D-1 Isospin decomposit ion of 
the KA sys tem: |®£ = i + i 
\\-\> \\o> \\\> \a-\> \2o> \2\> \22> 
M M 1 
ft 1 
" a 2 







A P P E N D I X E 
CROSSING RELATIONS AND PARTIAL WAVE AMPLITUDES FOR THE KN—> K*N AND 
K*N—* K*N PROCESSES . 
I n t h i s Appendix we o u t l i n e the a l g e b r a i c c a l c u l a t i o n 
r e q u i r e d i n chapter IV , We s t a r t with the t-channel amplitudes 
T \ Q and * x f o r KN—> K*N and K*N—? K*N r e s p e c t i v e l y , c r o s s them i n t o 
the s-channel, c o n s t r u c t the s-channel p a r i t y conserving p a r t i a l wave 
amplitudes (pcpwa) , and i n t e r p r e t t h e i r r e a l p a r t s as iC-matrix 
elements by removing t h e i r e x p l i c i t t h r e s h o l d behaviour. 
s-channel amplitudes, 
Notation : 
R'N—K*K ^ o > 
( f*-=raK> msnijj, M=m K» ) 
KN_*KV (T I C N, ; N ) 
KX - * K 2 N 2 (TK2N2; K ^ 
'We s h a l l use the s i g n conventions of r e f e r e n c e 22), according to 
- ikf -
r e f e r e n c e 82). The c r o s s i n g r e l a t i o n (F -9 ,10) of Appendix F give s : 
O ( E - l a ) 
-y , >+»,+Mz. 1/12. A* * 
( E - l b ) 
where the matrix i s giv e n by : 
u) » a r e t * 1 6 c r o s s i n g angles of p a r t i c l e s a,b with h e l i c i t i e s a,b. 
I t i s now s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d (although lengthy) to f i n d the l i m i t s of the 
c r o s s i n g angles, ( F - l l ) as the K N t h r e s h o l d i s approached ( q— » 0 , 
VT—> 1.83 GeV ) : ( x = cos 0 ) 
(s W- rf^ - 2 * f 
* 2.re<=]vfC^? * * X ( E 3 c ) 
Sv^vo^ O ^ ^^>NJ, » - NITX1* > s\^u3h-» ( E _ 3 d ) 
- 1U8 -
'I-2. •I 
Using ( E - i f ) , from the c r o s s i n g r e l a t i o n s (E - 1 , 2 ) we f i n d : 
- ih$ -
X, +l± - ji-L ->2>+' 2 - ± CO SCO, S i 
# * 
A l l other amplitudes for K N — * K N v a n i s h ( o n l y nucleon f l i p amplitudes 
s u r v i v e ) . v' 
V/e next expand T^ Q and ^ amplitudes to lowest order i n q 
* 




(E - 9 ) 
(E -10) 
pcpwa as K-matrix elements 
We next p a r t i a l wave p r o j e c t - (F -18) - amplitudes ( E - 5 ) , 
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and f i n d the corresponding pcpwa from (F -23) which f o r our processes 
reads : 
— 3 ± 3 1 . 1 
( E - l l a ) 
( E - l l b ) 
We i n t e r p r e t these pcpv/a as K-raatrix elements a f t e r removing t h e i r 
e x p l i c i t t h r e s h o l d f a c t o r s : 
(E-12a) 
5 IS (E-12b) 
• L 
T|L-L -y 




\\ - l 2 J 1 "2. 
c (E-13a) 
W " = O (E-13b) 
i + (E-13c) 
^ Ko * K«M =• Q- (E-13d) 
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i t 
oo = o ' An (E-13e) 
3 n. 
2«> I 
2.4X6^ Ml) •> e -
( E - l l f a ) 
(E-lZfb) 
3L + r v 
2 •>2 
(E-l/fd) 
GUT- &e T\L-1 ±T\1..L 
1* 
• Vv ( E - 1 4 f ) 
1 1 2 11 • 
1 i t » 1 (E-15a) 
(E-15b) 
1* . I t 
/jo - '0/ - + / / I i 0 - i = ± c r 3. 
r~ 01 — t o ^ O l C> (E-15d) 
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- a 
J 2 + > _ . r r v i _ 5. _ 
Ko = KT-i * ° (E-15f> 
2 ± 
a. -^/-/ = +'71.1.1,1 = 
-a 
k 
5 _ 0 
(E-15g) 
(E-15h) 
To f i n i s h with t h i s tedious l i s t i n g of formulas, we w r i t e down 
P * 3*-











NOTATION AND NORMALIZATION CONVENTIONS 
With r e f e r e n c e to Q 
figu r e F - l , where each p a r t i c l e 
of mass ma, e t c . c a r r i e s ^-mo- ^-cWmel 
mentura p & , e t c , we define the 
usual Mandels/tam i n v a r i a n t s . 
*y : FIG. F-1 
s = ( P a+P b ) 2 , t = ( p a - P ( j ) 2 , u = ( P a - P d ) 2 (F-D 
Conservation of /f-momentura, 
p a + p b = P c + P d ( F " 2 ) 
r e q u i r e s t h a t these are r e l a t e d by : 
s+t+ u = 2_m2 (F - 3 ) 
a a 
The s-channel centre of mass 3-momentum and s c a t t e r i n g angle are 
given by : 
- 15h -
( s i m i l a r i l y f o r a l l other p a r t i c l e s / c h a n n e l s ) . We u s u a l l y put : 
p = p s a b ? * = p s c d ( F " 6 ) 
The p h y s i c a l regions for s c a t t e r i n g are bounded by - l ^ c o s 0s ^+1 
e t c , and the boundary i s given by the equation : ( cj>(s,t) i s 
the K i b b l e f u n c t i o n ) 
4>£A) ^ " K<-*v) ~ 
We denote an s ( t ) -channel centre of mass h e l i c i t y 
amplitude by : \ 
Ljjal = (CA|T|*U) ( F . 8 a ) 
where the T-raatrix i s defined by ( 1 - 3 ) , and |ab^ , e t c i s the 
u s u a l Jacob and Wick h e l i c i t y s t a t e . L o r e n t z i n v a r i a n c e r e q u i r e s 
these amplitudes to be f u n c t i o n s of the Mandelstam i n v a r i a n t s only. 
C r o s s i n g symmetry r e q u i r e s t h a t s-channel and t-channel amplitudes 
should be one and the same a n a l y t i c f u n c t i o n of t h e i r v a r i a b l e s , 
v/hen the h e l i c i t i e s are measured from the same frame. The c r o s s i n g 
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matrix rotates the h e l i c i t i e s from e.g. the t-channel centre of mass 
Op \ 
to the s-channel centre of mass, so we have : 
where for the crossing matrix M we have : 
where s ,etc are the spins of p a r t i c l e s a, etc , and the crossing 
-Q. 
angles cc? » ©tc are given by : 
ct 
etc (by cyclic permutation ) . 
Throughout t h i s work we normalize our amplitudes according 
to reference 2); also, our unit i s always the lGeV ( unless otherwise 
i s e x p l i c i t l y stated ) . The d i f . cross-section,and density matrix 
elements for the decay of p a r t i c l e " i f " ( i n the t-channel h e l i c i t y . 
frame ) are given by : 
A j S ^ i A \\T (F-12) 
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where, because of the orthogonality of the crossing matrix (F-10), 
we have : 
q,V>,c,A ( F - l l f ) 
The t o t a l cross-section for the process ab— J > X (anything, at 
su f f i c i e n t y low energies, i n most of the cases, i t may be v/ell 
approximated by q.uasi-two p a r t i c l e states ) i s defined by : 
(F-15) 
and the u n i t a r i t y r e l a t i o n (1-2), leads to the op t i c a l theorem, 
which i n our normalization reads : 
<T (qt>) = i / . c*n I \ \ \ (F-16) 
The scattering amplitude may be expressed i n terms of a 
p a r t i a l wave series : 
*3 3 
(F-17) 
(x = cos 0e, ^ = a-b c-d) 
where J i s the t o t a l angular momentum, and since i t i s conserved, 








express the pr o b a b i l i t y for scattering with a par t i c u l a r angular 
momentum J . 
In terms of p.w.a. , the u n i t a r i t y r e l a t i o n (1-2) reads : 
i ^ f l i ^ ' v ^ '"a;'1 < F- 1 9 ) 
(only two- p a r t i c l e intermediate states have been taken i n t o account 
i n the p r o b a b i l i t y sum implied by (1-2) ) 
The opti c a l theorem (F-16) may now be wr i t t e n as 
or (4k) * A ±L 7 b ^ i ) Z ^ ^ T , 3 , (F 20) 
We may make our amplitudes i d e n t i c a l l y unitary, by parametrizing 
the p.w.a. as : 
/ - -p—si— 
or more generally : 
( defn. of K J matrix ) 7" = ^ (* ~ *J (F-22) 
where £ T ( ) are r e a l , holomorphic functions of s. 
i s the diagonal matrix formed by the intermediate two-particle 
channels momenta. 
The p a r t i a l wave amplitudes defined by (F-18), do not 
connect states of d e f i n i t e p a r i t y . We may define the p a r i t y 
conserving p a r t i a l wave amplitudes (pcpwa) as li n e a r combinations 
of p.w.a. ( *>^ a etc. i s the i n t r i n s i c p a r i t y of p a r t i c l e a etc. ) 
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These amplitudes connect states of d e f i n i t e angular momentum and 
par i t y . I t i s an immediate consequence of a n a l y t i c i t y that at the 
ab and cd thresholds (p«—^ 0 and q — ^ 0 respectively ) , the pcpwa 
should behave l i k e : 
T ± P / 
Tcd;ab «• H (F-2l») 
where £ and £* are the lowest o r b i t a l ang. momenta, consistent 
with p a r i t y conservation, possible i n the ab and cd channels 
respectively. 
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